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Summary 
This master thesis deals with marketing communication of the company AUTO-
SPEKTRUM-ACC spol. s.r.o. working in the automobile industry.  It provides the 
industry and company analysis and on the basis of the results proposes an effective 
communication strategy for the company.   
 
Abstrakt 
Diplomová práce se zabývá zpracováním marketingové komunikace pro společnost 
AUTO-SPEKTRUM-ACC spol. s.r.o., která se pohybuje v oblasti automobilového 
průmyslu. Práce zkoumá a hodnotí odvětví a stávající situaci společnosti a na základě 
těchto analýz navrhuje efektivní komunikační strategii firmy.  
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INTRODUCTION 
All organizations, large or small, commercial, government, charities, educational 
and other non-profit organizations, needs to communicate with a range of stakeholders. 
This may be in order to get materials and services to undertake their business activities 
or to collaborate and coordinate with others to secure suitable distribution of their goods 
and services. In additional, there are consumers, people who are free to choose among 
the many hundreds and thousands of product offerings. Marketing communications 
provides a core activity so that all interested parties can understand the intentions of 
others and appreciate the value of the goods and services offered. [4] 
The global financial and economic crisis emerged in the past year could hardly 
leave unscathed a sector as large and important as the automotive industry. [38] In 
addition to direct impact of financial markets instability, companies have to face a 
substantial slump in demand on the market. The diploma thesis was compiled for the 
purposes of the company AUTOSPEKTRUM-ACC spol. s.r.o. AUTO-SPEKTRUM-
ACC has been on the Czech automobile industry since 1993 as a retailer of Škoda 
Company.  
The management of the company is aware of competitors on the market and the 
company’s aim is to constantly strengthen its competitiveness.  Significant amount of 
the money has to be invested in marketing activities to be able to maintain the same 
position. In view of the unfavorable trends expected in automobile market in 2009, the 
company endeavors to maintain its current level of economic performance and 
profitability.  
The diploma thesis provides a review of current literature related to marketing 
communication strategy and analyze present communication strategy within the 
company AUTOSPEKTRUM – ACC. On the basis of industry and company’s analysis 
the improvement of communication strategy is suggested.  
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1 RECOGNITION OF PROBLEMS AND OBJECTIVES  
Communication has become increasingly identified as a key factor influencing 
the ability of organizations to achieve their objectives. The emergence of integrated 
marketing communications (IMC) has become one of the most significant examples of 
development in the marketing discipline. [32] It has influenced thinking and acting 
among companies but also authorities, state owned companies and political parties, all 
facing the realities of competition in an open economy. [30]  
The company AUTOSPEKTRUM - ACC focuses on the Czech Republic and it 
is one of the dealers on the motor market offering car make Škoda. The market is highly 
developed with strong competition both Škoda make and others make. The company 
has to face a strong competition and decrease of sale has recently occurred. The critical 
factor of the success on the motor market is a high - quality marketing communication 
focusing on current and potential customers.  
The purpose of this thesis is to review relevant literature related to marketing 
communication strategy and analyze present communication strategy within the 
company AUTOSPEKTRUM – ACC. On the basis of analysis it will be proposed the 
improvement of communication strategy. 
The main objectives of this thesis are: 
• Analyze  current situation of the company and bring the drawbacks into 
the light  
• Propose an effective marketing strategy concept 
This particular strategy will make a long commitment to current customers, 
increases the amount of new potential customers; contributes to higher sales, turnover 
and profit. 
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Additionally objectives of thesis are: 
• Summarize the new theoretical information on the field of new trends in 
marketing communication 
• Describe a communication mix 
• Carry out Pest analysis and Porter five forces analysis to analyze 
industry of the company  
• Carry out SWOT to analyze the company environment based on 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threat 
• Evaluate current communication strategy and bring into light weak sides 
of the communication 
• Suggest the improvement of the marketing communication and propose 
marketing communication strategy to be implemented 
A consequence of this thesis is more effective marketing strategy which, in turn, 
leads to better communication with current customers, security of the position on the 
market and possibly obtaining new customers. Analytical and comparative methods will 
be used in order to develop improvement proposal.  
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2 MARKETING COMMUNICATION AND STRATEGY 
2.1 Marketing and marketing communication 
Before looking at the marketing communication marketing should be briefly 
considered. According to Kotler marketing is based on the process of exchange. 
Exchange involves two parties and the process is influenced by value, cost and 
satisfaction. Marketing therefore is a process of facilitating exchange. It is: 
‘A social and managerial process by which individuals and groups obtain what they 
need and want through creating, offering, and exchanging products of value with others.  
In order to achieve exchange, organizations have to plan, and implement the 
plan, to bring about exchange of goods and services. This is what marketing 
management is all about.  
‘The process of planning and executing the conception, pricing, promotion and 
distribution of goods and services, and ideas to create exchanges with target groups 
that satisfy customer and organisational objectives’. [6] 
The marketing mix is essentially a conceptual framework that helps to structure the 
approach to each marketing challenge. There are many different approaches to the 
marketing mix, eg. 4Ps, 5Ps and 7Ps. Considering 4Ps there are four ingredients:  
• Product 
• Price 
• Place 
• Promotion /communication  
Some argue that the most important P – people – is missing. This can be interpreted 
as customers or staff. The additional 7Ps covered people (staff), physical evidence (e.g.  
building and uniforms) and processes (methods of producing, delivering and consuming 
the service). [17]  
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Modern marketing calls for more than developing a good product, pricing it 
attractively, and making it accessible to target customers. Companies must also 
communicate with their present and potential customers. Every company is inevitably 
cast into the role of communicator and promoter. [9] 
2.1.1 Communication tools and process 
Kotler emphasizes a modern company manages a complex of marketing 
communications system. [9] The marketing communications mix (also called the 
promotion mix) consist communication tools:  
 
Table 1: Typical communications tools (media)  
ONE – WAY COMMUNICATION      TWO – WAY COMMUNICATION 
 
Advertising Public Relations       Sales promotion  Direct marketing  Personal selling 
 
Newspapers Annual Reports       Rebates and price    Direct mail/   Sales  
      discount  database marketing  presentation 
 
Magazines Corporate image       Catalogues and    Internet marketing   Sales force 
      Brochures     management 
 
Journals  House magazines      Samples,              Telemarketing                Trade fairs and 
          coupons, gifts    exhibitions    
 
Directories Press relations       Competitions      Viral marketing   
Radio  Public relations 
Television Events 
Cinema  Lobbying 
Outdoor  Sponsorship 
 
Source: Hollensen S., 2007. Global marketing. 4th ed. Released: Prentice Hall.  
 
The communication process  
Hollensen believes that all effective marketing communication has four elements: 
a sender, a message, a communication channel and receiver (audience). [5] According 
to Lasswell, a communication model answers (1) who (2) says what (3) in what 
channel (4) to whom (5) with what effect. [11]. Figure 1 shows a communication model 
with nine elements. Two elements represent the major parties in a communication – 
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sender and receiver. Two represent the major communication tools – message and 
media. Four represent major communication functions – encoding, decoding, response, 
and feedback. The last element is noise in the system.  
Figure 1: Elements in the communication process 
 
Source: Kotler, P. 1991, Marketing management: analysis, planning, implementing and control. 7th ed. 
London: Prentice – Hall Interna99tional Editions 
Unlike Laswell, Shannon and Weaver were not equally interested in source, 
receiver or effect, as they were in accuracy of technical processes. Their model, 
therefore, I know as the Sender-Channel-Receiver scheme. They did not pay attention to 
content (the message) or processes of meaning. The sender determines the message and 
what the destination has to do is literally ‘receive’ the message. In other words, to 
‘consume’ the cut – and –dried information from the receiver as bite size chunks. Thus, 
the image of audience is a rather passive one. [3] Figure 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sender Encoding Decoding Receiver 
Feedback 
Noise 
Response 
 
 
 
Media
Message 
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Figure 2:  The communication model by Shannon and Weaver   
 
Source: Feijter, I. 2007, The Art of Dialogue: Religion, Communication and Global Media Culture, 
Münster: LIT Verlag Berlin-Hamburg-Münster 
 
2.2 Marketing communication 
Marketing communication (or so – called ‘promotional mix’ consisting of 
advertising, sales promotion, personal selling, public relations, and direct marketing) 
represent a critical mediating process that links a company’s offerings to its intended 
customers. [7] 
In other words according to Ogden integrated marketing communications (IMC) 
is an expansion of the promotion element of the marketing mix. It is essentially the 
recognition of the importance of communicating the same message to the targeted 
markets. In addition, it is recognition that all of the IMC variables provide. Each of the 
IMC variables affects the overall marketing program, so they all must be managed to 
exploit their effectiveness. [12] 
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2.3 Integration the communications mix  
The integrated marketing communication mix is made up of a number of mixed 
variables, including personal selling, advertising, direct marketing, sales promotion, 
public relations and publicity. [12] 
Each element of the communications mix should integrate with other tools of the 
communications mix so that a unified message is consistently reinforced. [14] 
 According to Smith there is ‘the 10 golden rules of integration’: [17] 
1. Get senior management support for the initiative by ensuring firstly that they 
understand the benefits if integration, and secondly that they support its 
implementation 
2. Practise vertical and horizontal integration; put integration on the agenda for 
meetings if different levels of management and different types of meetings 
3. Use design manual and brand book to maintain common visual standards fot the 
use of logos, typefaces, colours and the brand book 
4. Focus on a clear marketing communication strategy 
5. Start with a zero budget; build a budget and the communications plan around 
what you need to do to achieve your objectives 
6. Think customer first; identify the stages a customer goes through before, durin 
and after a purchase, design communication around the customer’s buying 
process 
7. Build relationship and brand values; all communication should help to develop 
stronger relations with customers 
8. Develop a good marketing information system to define who needs what  
information and when (a customer database) 
9. Share artwork and other media; consider how artwork for one communication 
tool can be used  
10. Learn from experience and be prepare to change it all, constantly search for the 
optimum integrated communications mix 
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2.4 Integration of marketing communication 
Integrated communication do not happened automatically. All the elements of 
the communication mix have to be carefully planned in such a way that they form a 
consistent and coherent integrated communication plan. As a consequence, IMC can 
only be implemented successfully if there is also a strategic integration of the various 
departments that are responsible for parts of the communications functions. In table 2 
the major differences between ‘classic’ communications and integrated communications 
are summarized. Traditional communications strategies are based on mass media, 
delivering generalized transaction – oriented messages. Integrated communications are 
much more personalized, customer – oriented, relationship – based and interactive. [14] 
Table 2:  Classic and Integrated Communications  
CLASSIC COMMUNICATIONS INTEGRATED COMMUNICATIONS 
Aimed at acquisitions 
Mass communications 
Monologue 
Information is sent 
Information provision 
Sender takes initiative 
Persuasive ‘hold up’ 
Effect through repetition 
Offensive 
Hard sell 
Salience of brand 
Transaction – oriented 
Attitude change 
Modern: linear, massive 
Aimed at retention, relationship management 
Selective communication 
Dialogue 
Information is requested 
Information – self service 
Receiver takes initiative 
Provide information 
Effect through relevance 
Defensive 
Soft sell 
Confidence in brand 
Relationship – oriented 
Satisfaction 
Post-modern: cyclical, fragmented 
Source: van Raaij, W.F. 1998, Integratie van Communicatie: vanult de Ontvanger’ (Integration of communication: Starting from the 
Sender or the Receiver?), in Damoiseaux, V.M.G., van Ruler, A.A. and Weisink, A., Denver: Samson, 169-84. 
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2.4.1 Plan of marketing communication 
The different communications tools will be used in an integrated marketing 
communications mix, according to a communications plan that will have to be 
integrated into the strategic marketing plan. The essential steps in the communications 
plan are: 
• Situation analysis and marketing objectives: Why? 
• Target group: Who? 
• Communications objectives: What? 
• Tools, techniques, channels and media: How and where? 
• Budgets: How much? 
• Measurement of results: How effective? 
It is important to realize that since marketing communications have to be embedded 
in the strategic marketing plan, the first step is to analyse the marketing 
communications environment and the marketing strategy, and assess where the 
marketing communications activity should be fit in. From the analysis, target groups 
and objectives and goals of the marketing communications effort can be derived. Next, 
which instruments, techniques and media to use and what to extent will be agreed. On 
the basic of this plan a budget can be established, and the communications plan can be 
implemented. Finally, the effectiveness of the campaign has to be assessed. [14] 
2.5 Stages in the product life cycle  
The choice of the most of the most appropriate communications goals depends 
on a number of factors that originate in the marketing strategy and the situation analysis. 
One of the more important factors in choosing objectives is the phase of the life cycle of 
a brand or product. [14] In this section different strategies for a different life stages are 
explored.  
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1. Introduction  
Consumers will have to learn what the new product is about: which needs will 
be fulfilled by the product and what the differences are compared to the products 
the consumers were used to before the innovation or launch of the new product 
or brand. 
The major communication objectives in this market situation will be creating 
category need (explaining which needs are better fulfilled with the innovation), 
brand awareness and brand knowledge. With daily consumed goods, consumers 
will have to be persuaded to try the new product. The communication strategy 
has to stress the basic selling points, i.e. the central functional advantages of the 
product. Typical endorsements are demonstrations, scientific evidence, celebrity 
endorsements, and testimonials of experts. 
2. Growth 
Consumers are aware of the brand, the product and the most important 
characteristics and features. Other brands have entered the market with a 
comparable offer. Communications strategies in this stage of the product life 
cycle will be aimed at defending the brand position against possible competitive 
attacks. It has to be emphasized what are the right product features and benefits 
to differentiate the brand from competitors and position it as unique. 
3. Maturity  
A brand in the mature stage of its life cycle has to cope with strong competition 
on a market that is scarcely growing. Communications strategies will focus on 
increasing the brand loyalty of consumers. 
4. Decline 
When manufactures are confronted with declining products or brands and decide 
to harvest the brand, they will probably turn to sales promotions such as prizes 
and lotteries. [14] 
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2.6 Marketing Communication Tools 
Marketing communication uses different communication tools such as personal 
selling, advertising, sales promotions, direct marketing, public relations, sponsorship, 
exhibitions, packaging, e – Marketing, corporate identity. [17] 
a) Personal selling 
Hollensen specified the difference between advertising and personal selling in Table 
2.1. explaining that advertising is a one-way communication process that has relatively 
more ‘noise’, whereas personal selling is a two –way communication process with 
immediate feedback and relatively less ‘noise’. [5] 
Winner points out expense as the major drawback of personal selling. Training 
and compensating salespeople is expensive. In addition, even with the best training 
programs, it is difficult for the marketing or sales manager to control what happens in 
the sales encounter. [20] However, some advantages of personal selling include the 
ability to customize messages. [12] Many types of activities occur in the sales process. 
[12] 
• Trade selling 
• Missionary selling 
• New business selling 
• Retail selling 
• Telemarketing 
Personal selling is used mainly to sell distribution channel members and in business 
– to – business markets. However, personal selling is also used in some consumer 
markets – for example, for cars and for consumer durable products. [5] 
b) Avertising 
Hollensen underlines that advertising is one of the most visible forms of 
communications. Advertising is one of the most important parts of the communications 
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mix for customer goods, where there are a large number of small-volume customers 
who can be reached through mass media. [5] 
Advertising has traditionally been defined as any paid form of non-personal 
communication about an organization, product, service, or idea by an identified sponsor. 
[16] However, Winner has argued that advertising is no longer nonpersonal because it 
can depend greatly on interactions between an individual customer and the organization. 
[21] 
Managing an advertising campaign 
The advertising campaign planning process incorporates an analysis of the current 
situation (research) and a clear definition of the overall communication objectives, as 
well as the specific advertising objectives. Then can be the advertising strategy devised. 
The strategy summarizes broadly what to say (message), how to say it (execution, tone 
or creative strategy), who to say it (target audience), where to say it (media choice or 
media strategy), when to say it (timing) and sometimes how much it will cost (budget). 
[17] The major decisions in advertising are: 
1. Objective setting 
Although advertising methods may vary from country to country the major 
advertising objective remain the same. [5] 
• Increasing sales from existing customers by encouraging them to increase the 
frequency of their purchases 
• Obtaining new customers by increasing customer awareness of the firm’s 
products and improving the firm’s corporate image among a new target 
customer group 
2. Budget decisions 
Controversial aspects of advertising include determining a proper method for 
deciding the size of the promotional budget and its allocation across markets and over 
time. In practice is not possible to set optimum advertising budget. Therefore firms have 
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developed more practical guidelines. How do companies decide on their promotion 
budget? There are some methods to set a promotion budget: [5] 
• Affordable method 
• Percentage of sales method 
• Competitive parity method 
• Objective and task method 
3. Media decision 
The selection of the media to be used for advertising campaigns needs to be done 
simultaneously with the development if the message them. A key question in media 
selection is whether to use a mass or target approach. The mass media (television, radio 
and newsprint) are effective when a significant percentage if the general public are 
potential customer. This percentage varies considerably by country for most products, 
depending on, for example, the distribution of incomes in different countries.  
The selection of media to be used in a particular campaign starts with some idea of 
the target market’s demographic and psychological characteristics, regional strengths of 
the product, seasonality of sales. [5] The main media types are: 
Television – is an expensive but commonly used medium in attempting to reach broad 
national markets. In most developed countries coverage is no problem. However, 
television is one of the most regulated of communications media. Many countries have 
prohibited the advertising of cigarettes and alcohol. In other countries (e.g. in 
Scandinavia) there are limits on the number of minutes that TV advertising is permitted. 
Some countries also prohibit commercial breaks in TV programs. [5] 
Radio – is a lower-cost broadcasting activity than television. Commercial radio started 
several decades before commercial television in many countries. Radio ads must create 
a sense of visual and verbal message. [12] Radio is often transmitted on a local basic 
and therefore national campaigns have to be built up on are-by-are basic.  
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Newspapers (print) – most people have access to either a newspapers or a magazine. 
Most people read the same newspapers each day and their regular choice of magazine 
reflects either their business or leisure interests. This means that advertisers, through 
marketing research, are able to build a database of the main characteristics of their 
readers. This in turn allows advertisers to focus on those media that will be read by the 
type of people they think will benefit from their product or service. [8] 
Magazines (print) – are more targeted, high production quality publications. 
Magazines are used to create a particular image, to position the brand. Primary readers 
of magazines are more easily reached, spend more time reading magazines, are more 
involved with the editorials, have greater advertising readership and are more 
responsive to advertising. [8] 
Cinema – in countries where it is common to subsidize the cost of showing films by 
running advertising commercials prior to the feature film, cinema advertising has 
become an important medium. [5] Advertising messages transmitted in a cinema have al 
the advantages of television – based message. Audio and visual dimensions combine 
with darkness in the cinema to provide high impact. This means that cinema adverting 
has greater impact than television advertisements. [8] 
Outdoors media – consists mainly of billboards/posters, shop signs and transit 
advertising. This medium shows the creative way in which space can be sold to 
customers. In the case of transit advertising, for example, a bus can be sold as an 
advertising medium. [5] According to Koekemoer and Bird large, mainly stationary 
media used by national advertisers for detergents, liquor, cars etc. are expensive to 
produce, offering high impact (if used creatively) and not very versatile. [8] 
4. Advertising evaluation 
Advertising evaluation and testing is the final stage in the advertising decision 
process. The object at this stage is to build in a measure of efficiency.  
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c) Sales promotion 
Hollensen defined sales promotion as a short – term effort directed primarily to the 
consumer and / or retailer, in order to achieve specific objectives: 
• Consumer product trial and/or immediate purchase 
• Consumer introduction to the shop 
• Encouraging retailers to use point – of –purchase displays for the product 
• Encouraging shops to stock the product  
Whichever way is looked at, sales promotion is a below-the-line activity that can be 
used externally with end –users (customers), and intermediaries (trade distributors), and 
also internally with an organization’s own sales force. Sales promotions, premiums, 
incentives and motivation schemes are used for both products and services in consumer, 
business-to-business and industrial markets. There are three main categories according 
to Pelsmacker, Geuens and Bergh: [14] 
• Customer promotions (premium, gifts, prizes and competitions, eg on the back 
of breakfast cereal boxes). 
• Trade promotions (special term, point-of-sale materials and free pens, diaries, 
competition prizes, etc.) 
• Sales force promotions (incentive and motivation schemes) 
Some of the different types of sale promotion are: Price discount, 
catalogues/brochures, coupons, samples, gifts, competition. [5] 
d) Direct marketing 
According to Onkivist and Shaw [13], direct marketing is the total of activities by 
which products and services are offered to market segments in one or more media for 
informational purposes or to solicit a direct response from a present or prospective 
customer or contributor by mail, telephone or personal visit. 
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Direct marketing covers direct mail (marketing database), telephone selling and 
marketing via the Internet. A number of factors have encouraged the rapid expansion of 
the international direct marketing industry [1]: 
• Developments in mailing technology, which have reduced the costs of 
distributing direct-mail literature 
• Escalating cost of other form of advertising and sales promotion 
• The increasing availability of good-quality lists of prospective customers 
• Developments in information technology that enable smaller companies to 
produce high-quality direct marketing materials in-house 
• The increasing availability throughout the developed world of interactive 
television facilities, whereby consumers may order well through a teletext 
system. 
e) Public Relations 
Public relations (PR) is the planned and sustained efforts to establish and maintain 
good relationship, mutual understanding, sympathy and goodwill with secondary target 
groups, also called publics, audiences or stakeholders.  
PR targets important stakeholders and difficult-to-reach audiences such as opinion 
leaders, financial analysis and investors. Many of them are not interested in advertising 
or direct mailing, and even avoid it, or are very skeptical towards it.  
The most important advantage of PR and he resulting media may be that the former 
is generally considered to be more objective and therefore more believable in the 
perception of the target groups. The major weakness of PR is lack of control over the 
content of the press coverage of new releases. [14] 
Public Relations are divided into two groups: internal and external PR 
• Internal PR – is aimed at internal stakeholders, such a as employees and their 
families and shareholders. The main purpose of internal PR is to inform 
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employees about the company’s strategic priorities, the role they are playing in 
them, and to motivate them to carry out these objectives.  
• External PR – Public affairs is a management function directed towards the 
societal and political relations if the company. It is aimed at continuously 
studying trend and issues related to government decision-making and opinions 
and attitudes of the general public. PR also encompasses the relations with local, 
regional, national and international governments and regulatory bodies, as well 
as pressure groups of all kinds, such as ecological, ethnic, and linguistic and 
consumer interest groups. 
Financial PR are those groups that are potential shareholders, investors or (potential) 
advisers to shareholders and investors, such a financial consultant and banks.  
Since the media are the most important intermediate public, developing and 
maintaining good contacts with radio, television and the trend press is often extremely 
important – to inform, build favorable attitudes, create a positive image and a reservoir 
of goodwill, and to ensure coverage of marketing- related news. [14] 
Table 3:  Audiences of different types of public relations 
CORPORATE 
MARKETING
Internal 
External 
Public Affairs Financial Media 
Employees 
Families of employees 
Trade unions 
Shareholders 
 
General public 
Local community 
Government 
Trade associations 
Pressure groups 
Investors 
Bankers 
Consultants 
Stock 
exchange 
Television 
Radio 
Press 
Trade press 
Suppliers 
Distributors 
Competitors 
Wholesalers 
Retailers 
Source: Pelsmacker, P. Geuens, M. and Bergh, 2007. Marketing communications: A European 
perspective. 3rd Ed. Pearson Education online 
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Table 4:  Summary of instruments and channels  
CORPORATE 
MARKETING 
Internal 
External 
Public Affairs Financial Media 
Consultation 
Open-door policies 
Internal presentations 
Training program 
Team project 
Team meetings 
Social activities 
Direct mailing 
Bulletin boards 
Newsletters or video 
Company television 
Annual reports 
Surveys 
House style material 
Corporate 
advertising 
Annual report 
Corporate 
events 
Sponsorship 
Lobbying 
Meetings 
Newsletters 
Flyers, 
brochures 
Corporate 
advertising 
Annual report 
Meetings 
Newsletters 
Press kit 
Press release 
Press conference 
Interviews 
Video or radio 
news release 
Product 
placement 
Product events 
Sponsorship 
Meetings 
Newsletter 
Source: Pelsmacker, P. Geuens, M. and Bergh, 2007. Marketing communications: A European 
perspective. 3rd Ed. Pearson Education online 
f) Sponsorship 
Sponsorship can be defined as an investment in cash or kind in activity, in return for 
access to the exploitable commercial potential associated with this activity. [14]   
The company promotes its interests and brands by trying them to a specific and 
meaningfully related event or cause. It is a thematic communications instrument with 
which the sponsor assists the sponsee in realizing his or her project.  
Four basic categories can be distinguished [17]: 
• Event – related sponsorship – companies may sponsor a soccer competition, e 
team, an athlete, a golf tournament, skiing, and basketball game. They can lend 
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their support to an exhibition, a series of concerts, rock concert, and beach 
festival. 
• Broadcast or programme sponsorship – a sports programme, weather forecast 
• Cause- related sponsorship – charity, donating 
• Transaction – based sponsorship – a company invests a pre-specified amount of 
money in a good cause every time a consumer buys one of the company’s 
products 
g) Exhibitions and fare trades 
According to Hollensen a trade fair (TF) or exhibition is a concentrated even at 
which manufactures, distributors and other vendors display their products and/or 
describe their service to current and prospective customers, suppliers, other business 
associates and the press. [5]  
TFs can enable a company to reach on a few days a concentrated group of interested 
prospects that might otherwise take several months to contact.  
Exhibitions are dynamic in variety of objectives they provide: e.g., sell, launch new 
products, maintain a presence – in the market, press coverage – internal and external etc. 
[17] 
h) Packaging 
Since many sale assistants have been replaced by self/ service systems, packaging 
today often has to act as a silent salesperson, helping customers by bringing a particular 
brand to their attention, highlighting USPs (unique selling propositions). There are three 
basic functions of packaging:  
• Protect (and contain) 
• Offer convenience 
• Communicate 
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i) Internet marketing 
Blakeman believes that the role of the Internet is still evolving. Its growth as an 
advertising or direct-selling toll will ultimately depend on how and why consumers use 
the Internet. Used together, traditional advertising and Interne marketing, also called 
cyber marketing, are effective at building brand awareness, initiating interactive 
opportunities, and educating consumers about a product or service. Internet advertising 
and promotional efforts at their simplest can take many diverse forms, such as banners 
and pop – ups, personalized e- mail or text messages, and opportunities to enter a 
contest sweepstakes or pick up a coupon or two. More sophisticated options might 
include streaming audio and video and interactive television. [2]   
The objective of an integrated approach to marketing communications is to ensure 
that all the elements of the communications mix are coordinated with the marketing 
strategy, delivering the same underlying positioning and value preposition to the target 
segment. [21]  
 
2.7 Marketing Strategy 
2.7.1 Marketing strategy formulation processes  
Marketing strategy is defined for our purposes as the total sum of the integration 
of segmentation, targeting, differentiation, and positioning strategies designed to create, 
communicate, and deliver an offer to a target market. The process of marketing strategy 
formulation is shown in Figure 3 [28] 
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Figure 3:  Process of marketing strategy formulation in the context of market places/spaces 
 
 
 
Source: El-Ansary, 2006. Marketing strategy: taxonomy and frameworks 
The framework for marketing strategy formulation illustrates a disciplined process 
of strategy formulation built around the three pillars of the marketplace/space, i.e. 
customers, company, and competitors. It portrays marketing strategy formulation as an 
interactive and iterative process involving a number of steps that must be performed in 
sequence: 
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• understand customer behavior 
• segment the market 
• select target segments 
• design the offer to fit target market needs 
• differentiate the offer and 
• position it in the customers mind 
2.7.2 Marketing strategy implementation processes  
Once marketing strategy is formulated, a process for its implementation must be 
set in force. The process of strategy implementation is what we traditionally label as 
marketing management. Marketing management is defined for our purposes as the 
marketing strategy implementation processes of creating the value (product/price), 
communicating the value (promotion), and delivering the value (channels). The process, 
mix, and program designed to create, communicate, and deliver the value are shown in 
Figure 4 [28]   
Figure 4: Marketing strategy implementation: process, mix and programs 
 
Source: El-Ansary, 2006. Marketing strategy: taxonomy and frameworks 
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2.8 Evaluation of marketing communication 
The process of monitoring and control comprises comparing actual performance 
against required or desired performance objectives and they taking any necessary action 
to correct differences between actual and required. The results of the evaluation and 
control process should feedback into and hence influence the next round of the 
marketing planning process. [25]  
The Key areas and techniques of marketing control are:  
1. Customer feedback/customer tracking, for example: 
• Customer survey 
• Customer complaints 
• Sales-force reports 
• Customer panels 
2. Sales analysis and control, for example:  
• Sales volume/value 
• Sales trends 
• Breakdown of sales by product, customer, sales person and so on. 
3. Market share analysis and control, for example:  
• As per sales analysis above, but based on percentage of market 
4. Profitability analysis and control, for example: 
• Analysis of costs and margins  
• Non profits 
• Return on capital 
5. Strategic control 
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This is the most wide-ranging and comprehensive of control techniques used in 
marketing covering the control of the strategic planning process itself. One of the most 
comprehensive and wide-ranging approaches to strategic control is the use of a full 
marketing audit. [25] 
2.9 New trends 
Marketing practices have evolved to meet the demands of a dynamic marketplace. 
Small business owners, in particular, should be aware of some of the latest trends in 
marketing communications. Three of the more popular techniques are [17]:  
1. Guerrilla marketing 
2. Permission marketing 
3. Word – of – mouth marketing 
Guerrilla marketing 
Guerrilla marketing focuses on the use of low-cost alternative media to reach 
targeted small groups of consumers. It is based on the premise that all organizations, no 
matter their size, can and should develop marketing programmes. As in the practise of 
IMC, guerrilla marketing encourages small businesses to use databases to build long-
term relationship with customers and to use a variety of grass – roots communications 
vehicles to reach target audiences.  
Jay Conrad Levinson says a guerrilla marketing programme for a small business 
might include the following tactics: an ad in a phone directory, a website, signage, a 
direct mail campaign consisting of a business card and a brochure and follow-up calls to 
those targeted by the literature.  
 Small businesses have the advantage of making personal contact with potential 
customers. Guerrilla marketing concentrates in building long-term relationships with 
customers, who will, in turn, communicate to others through word of mouth the value of 
that relationship.  
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Permission marketing 
Customer agreement to accept promotional material from a company is called 
permission marketing. A customer, contacted by a telephone caller or responding to a 
website or direct mail piece, often agrees to accept information from a company. For 
example, a furnace filter company includes a postcard in a package of filters that offers 
to send a ‘friendly reminder’ to the customer notifying her when it is time to change the 
filter. The company is attempting to build life-long relationship, over time, with 
customers by offering them incentives to remain loyal. 
Word – of – mouth marketing 
The value of word-of-mouth communication, strategies efforts to encourage 
customers and employees to recommend products to other consumers, has been 
‘rediscovered’ by marketing professionals. 
 
2.10 Other marketing techniques 
Buzz marketing 
Focusing consumer attention on your product by getting celebrities to use or 
display it or by giving the product celebrity status by making it fascinating or 
entertaining. One inherent danger with using celebrities as ‘walking billboards’ is that, 
if they should fall into disfavor, the products receive negative publicity.  
Product placement 
Paying for your products to be featured in a movie, song or television show is 
product placement. This field, which pulls advertising dollars in its direction, is 
becoming overcrowded and ineffective. Some companies have opted to pull out of 
product placement.  
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Stealth marketing 
Marketing surreptitiously to an unaware public through covert and sneaky 
persuasive arguments aimed at consumer vulnerabilities.  
Viral marketing 
Getting word of a product or service out to the public through the networking 
capability of the Internet Messages can snowball rapidly. [17] 
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3 ANALYSIS OF CURRENT SITUATION 
3.1 Introduction of the company  
The company AUTOSPEKTRUM-ACC was founded in 1993 in Brno with basic 
capital value 500 000, CZK - by two business partners. The partner’s company 
PROVEX NOVA, s.r.o. cooperates and shares the same building with 
AUTOSPEKTRUM-ACC and offers car’s original accessories.  In 2004 the company 
was bough by one of the partner. The firm is authorized sale and service centre of 
automobiles of Škoda and offers complete range of Škoda products. 
Headquarter is in own showroom retail complex on Hviezdoslavově street 3 
in Brno- Slatina. AUTOSPEKTRUM-ACC focuses on the sale and service of cars 
belonging to Škoda Company. 
At present AUTOSPEKTRUM-ACC is a small company with 20 employees. 
The company is managed by one economic director. The organizational structure is 
divided into three main departments – sales department, service department and 
financial and accounting department. [19] 
 
Figure 5:  Organization structure of the company 
Source: Internal material of the company 
 
Managing director 
Administrative assistant 
Head of selling 
Administrative assistant 
Head of service 
Technical manger 
Service assistant
Finance 
Accounting 
New cars Used cars Services Accessories 
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The firm affords to customers wide range of service including sale and service of 
automobiles, trade in of used cars, sale of original spare parts and accessories etc. 
Currently a holder of the ISO 9001 certificate of quality and ecological audit, 
AUTOSPEKTRUM – ACC continuously strives to widen and enhance the range and 
depth of its services. [19] 
3.2 Industry overview 
 3.2.1 Pest Analysis 
The macro-environment of company consist of Political (and legal) forces, 
Economic forces, Socio-cultural forces, and Technological forces. These are known as 
PEST factors.  
Political /Legal 
The Czech Republic is a parliamentary democracy, with separate legislative, 
executive and judicial powers. [36] 
Due to the recent accession of the Czech Republic to the European Union the 
Czech legal system has been going through a continuous process of harmonizing with 
the EU legal environment and is expected to develop in line with the EU requirements. 
For business purposes there are two main Codes, which should be taken into account 
when doing business in the Czech Republic. The Commercial Code and the Trade Act 
govern the form of business entities, rights and obligations of persons carrying out 
business activities, commercial commitments, and other relationships related to 
domestic as well as foreign trade activities.  
Czech legislation has gone through dramatic changes after the country's EU 
accession. Consider legislation’s factors the biggest influence on the company has 
environmental protection. No industrial company can avoid obligations stipulated by 
environmental legislation now. The manufacturing and repairs of vehicles pose the risk 
of environmental damage caused by leakage of hazardous substances. [36] 
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Therefore the company has to pursuant to Tax Act No. 185/2001 Coll. law of 
waste and sort waste from operating, collect used products such as batteries, tyres and 
oil. In accordance with the requirements of legislation it has to buy or collect Škoda 
automobiles after they are retired from service. 
The compliance with law as well as with environmental protection requirements 
needs a significant amount of financial resources. Not every company is able to meet all 
those requirements; however those dealers who decide to set up this system and changes 
are even awarded from Škoda Company and also receive financial support. They can 
get significant competitive edge, as the number of customers who want to be sure that 
their suppliers' policies are environmentally friendly is apparently growing. In some 
major public tenders, especially those in state-owned organizations, a car dealer that 
fails to prove that their operation is environmentally friendly simply cannot succeed. [26] 
There are some laws connected to business with motor vehicles such as 
consumer protection. In accordance with the warranty conditions it has to be 
provided the two - years warranty for every new car and used cars. [26] 
The company focuses on selling goods and providing services which are subject 
to taxation by the standard 19% VAT rate under conditions stipulated by the Value-
Added Tax Act No. 235/2004 Coll. [27]  
Economical 
Gross Domestic Product 
The financial crisis bypassed the Czech Republic in 2008. With its small and 
open economy, the country nevertheless was affected at the end of the year by the 
global drop in demand, which was unprecedented in the post-war period, and by the 
resulting decline in economic output. [34] 
Real GDP growth slowed to 5.2% in the first quarter of 2008, the slowest pace 
of growth in more than three years, in response to a cooling in domestic demand. [24] 
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Since the fourth quarter of 2008, the Czech economy clearly has undergone a 
period of economic recession characterized by quarter-on-quarter drops in seasonally 
adjusted gross domestic product. The greatest decline is anticipated for the first quarter 
of 2009. In the following quarters, the declines should be dampened by measures 
gradually implemented in the Czech Republic as well as by growth recovery among our 
trading partners. [34]  
Figure 6: Gross Domestic Product  
 
Source: Ministry of Finance of Czech Republic, 2009 
 
Inflation 
Inflation was high in 2008 as a result of scheduled increases in indirect taxes, 
higher electricity and gas prices, and an increase in regulated prices such as rents. High 
international prices for oil and food globally also contributed, and inflation averaged 
6.3% in 2008. [24] 
The year 2009 is one of significant disinflation. The regime of inflation targeting 
with a reduction in the inflation target to 2% by 2010, a strengthening exchange rate of 
the Czech crown, and the absence of both cost (with the exception of moderately 
growing oil prices in Czech crowns) and demand pressures should ensure that low-
inflation development will continue into the following years. [34]  
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Exchange rates 
The koruna strengthened markedly against the euro in nominal terms in early 
2008, rising to Kc23: €1 in mid-July, an unprecedented high. This pattern then reversed, 
and the koruna weakened to Kc29.6: €1 in mid-February, although it has strengthened 
since. [24] 
Employment 
The extensive drop in employment is likely to be reflected in an unprecedentedly 
low growth rate for wages and salaries in 2009 and 2010. This will negatively affect the 
collection of both social security insurance contributions and personal income tax. In 
the coming years, the payroll dynamics should gradually increase in accordance with 
the growth rate of nominal GDP. [34] 
Table 5:  Main Macroeconomic Indicators  
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2009 2010 2011
Forecast Forecast Outlook Outlook Fiscal Outlook - October '08
(bn CZK, curr.p.) 3 706 3 692 3 747 3 923 4 127 4 016 4 314 4 648
(growth in %, const.p.) 3.2 -2.3 0.8 2.4 3.0 3.7 4.4 5.2
Private consumption (growth in %, const.p.) 2.8 0.9 0.9 2.0 2.5 3.9 4.2 4.2
Government consumption (growth in %, const.p.) 0.9 1.8 1.2 0.8 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0
Gross fixed capital formation (growth in %, const.p.) 3.1 -4.9 -0.2 2.5 3.0 4.5 6.2 7.0
Contr. of net exports to GDP growth (p.p., const.p.) 2.1 -1.6 0.5 0.6 1.0 0.4 0.9 1.5
GDP deflator (growth in %) 1.7 1.9 0.7 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.9 2.4
Inflation (in %) 6.3 1.1 0.9 2.2 2.0 2.9 3.0 2.5
Employment (LFS) (growth in %) 1.6 -1.0 -1.6 -0.4 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.3
Unemployment rate (reg.) (average in %) 4.4 6.1 7.5 8.3 8.0 - - -
Wages and salaries (growth in %, curr.p.) 8.4 2.7 2.3 4.7 5.2 - - -
Current account to GDP ratio (in %) -3.1 -2.9 -2.6 -2.3 -1.2 -2.3 -1.1 0.1
Exchange rate CZK/EUR 24.9 26.9 25.0 23.9 23.2 - - -
Long-term interest rates (% p.a.) 4.6 4.3 4.5 4.5 4.5 - - -
Crude oil Brent (USD/barrel) 97.7 53.0 65.5 79.0 85.8 - - -
GDP in Eurozone (EA-12) (growth in %, const.p.) 0.8 -3.3 -0.5 0.9 1.8 - - -
Gross domestic product
Assumptions
 
Source: Ministry of Finance of the Czech republic, 2009 
Closing date for data sources: 9 June 2009 
Socio-cultural 
As for location and requirements of company AUTOSPEKTRUM – ACC, the 
company does not have any problem to find new potential employees. It is situated in 
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Brno, with approximately 377 000 inhabitants. Brno is the second-largest city in the 
Czech Republic and the largest in Moravia and it is the major urban centre of the 
Southern Moravian region. Age structure of residents of the City of Brno in 2006 is: in 
preproductive age (0 to 14 let) 12.9%, productive age (15 to 64 let) 70.6% and 
postproductive age (over 65 let) 16.5%. [29]  
Technological 
Technological and organizational innovations are very important for the growing 
and gaining competitive advantage in automotive industry. Car products are 
continuously being improved in terms of long-term quality, functionality, reliability, 
safety, environmentally friendliness and fulfilling the highest requirements at each stage 
of their life cycle.  
Nowadays car manufactures focuses and reaffirms its commitment and 
responsibly to towards being environmental friendly. Škoda Company is an active 
member of the voluntary agreement between car manufactures and EU, which 
underlines their commitment to limit the CO2 emissions of cars to 140 g/km. 
One of the requirements for the car is its safety and cars are therefore equipped 
with many modern active and passive safety elements.  
Car manufactures have to invest a significant amount of financial resources into 
the R&D divisions. A professional team of designers, engineers, and experts in other 
fields of specialty work in the design centers on development of new automobiles. 
Simultaneously with the development of the platform, there are various studies and 
comparative analyses of competitors’ vehicles under progress, in order to define optimal 
external and internal dimensions. Škoda Company contributes through its activities on 
the field of R&D to sustainable development in car industry. [26] 
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3.2.2 Market analysis 
The Czech new cars market generated total revenues of $3.6 billion in 2008, 
representing a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 6.5% for the period spanning 
2004-2008. Market consumption volumes increased with a CAGR of 9.6% between 
2004 -2008 to reach a total of 192.1 thousand units in 2008. The performance of the 
market is forecast to follow a similar pattern, with an anticipated CAGR of 3.9% for the 
five-year period 2008-2013, which is expected to drive the market to a value of $4.3 
billion by the end of 2013. [35]  
Market value 
The Czech new cars market grew by 8.8% in 2008 to reach a value of $3.6 
billion. The compound annual growth rate of the market in the period 2004-2008 was 
6.5%. [35] 
Table 6:  Czech Republic New Cars Market Value: $ billion, 2004 – 2008 (e) 
 
Figure 7:  Czech Republic New Cars Market Value: $ billion, 2004 -2008 (e) 
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Market volume 
The Czech new cars market grew by 10.1% in 2008 to reach a volume of 192.1 
thousand units. The compound annual growth rate of the market volume in the period 
2004-2008 was 9.6%. [35] 
Table 7: Czech Republic New Cars Market Volume: Units thousand, 2004 – 2008(e) 
 
Source: Datamonitor, 2008, New Car Sales Industry Profile: Czech Republic, Dec2008, 
 
Figure 8:  Czech Republic New Cars Market Volume: Units thousand, 2004 – 2008(e) 
 
Market share 
Volkswagen (inc. Škoda) holds a 44.6% share of the Czech Republic new cars 
market’s volume. In comparison, PSA Peugeot Citroen delivers a further 9.5% of the 
market’s volume. [35]  
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Table 8:  Czech Republic New Cars Market Share: % Share, by Volume, 2008(e) 
 
Figure 9:  Czech Republic New Cars Market Share: % Share, by Volume, 2008(e) 
 
3.2.3 Customer analysis 
Based on discussion and interview with the owner of the company 
approximately 40% of all customer consist of physical people and 60% companies. The 
majority of customers come from private sector; however the company sometimes 
participates in a selective procedure in public sector.  
The Škoda Company focuses on target groups of customers such as disabled 
people, doctors, non- profit organizations and people providing taxi services and driving 
schools. These customers can get a discount 2% of acquisition value of a new car.  
On the basis of long –time experience with firms who have car pools the 
company offers a complex program for wholesale customers including:  
• Careful, professional and friendly counseling 
• Arrangement of suitable financing and insurance 
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• Professional service 
• Wide range of original parts and accessories 
• Re-buy and collecting of Škoda cars after they are retired from service. 
[26] 
3.2.4 Competition analysis 
There are two main competitions for car dealers on the market with motor 
vehicles. The competition among the companies offering cars of the same brand in the 
whole Czech Republic and competitors from the geographical point of view, the 
other car dealers in the same area, city or region.   
AUTO JAROV, s.r.o. is authorized sale and service centre of automobiles of VW 
concern (it means Volkswagen personal and Volkswagen utility vehicles, SEAT, Škoda, 
Audi) and also offers complete range of Honda products. The company affords a wide 
range of service including sale and service of automobiles; trade in of used cars, sale of 
original spare parts and accessories. Auto Jarov, headquartered in its own multi-
showroom retail complex on Osikova Street in Prague 3, Jarov. At present, more than 
380 employees work for AUTO JAROV, which is the leading auto dealership not only 
in Prague, but throughout the entire Czech Republic. [22]  
As for the competition in the region, based on interview with the owner of 
company AUTOSPEKTRUM - ACC the biggest competitors offering Škoda car makes 
are Agrotec a.s. and Porsche Brno. Porsche Brno is a part of the Porsche Inter Auto CZ 
and focuses on the car makes Volkswagen and Audi and providing services for 
automobiles of VW, Škoda, Audi a Porsche.  
 
Other companies trading in cars in the same area are J.P.N. Cars s.r.o. 
authorized sale and services centre of automobiles of Nisan, PEMM Brno, spol. s.r.o. 
authorized dealer of Kia Motors, Carling s.r.o. authorized sale and services centre of 
automobiles of Citroen cars and Renocar, a.s. providing auto dealership and services of 
BMW, Mini, Opel a Chevrolet.  
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3.2.5 Five forces analysis 
Michael Porter has identified five forces that determine the intrinsic long-run 
profit attractiveness of a market or market segment: industry competitors, potential 
entrants, substitutes, buyers, and suppliers. [15] 
The new cars market has a large number of buyers. Although switching costs are 
low, and buyers price-sensitive, manufacturers have invested in brand building, which 
further weakens buyer power. Key inputs include commodities like steel, whose price 
may be difficult for manufacturers to control, as well as more differentiated products, 
such as fabricated components, and labor. The likelihood of major markets stagnating or 
declining as recession takes effect over the next two to three years, together with the 
high capital requirements for viable manufacturing scale, mean that incumbents will 
generally not face much of a threat from new entrants. However, substitutes such as 
used cars and public transport are likely to offer a very strong threat to car makers. 
Years of consolidation have left relatively few players in this market, but high fixed 
costs, and low switching costs for end-users are among the factors intensifying rivalry 
between them. 
 
The new cars market will be analyzed taking manufacturers as players and end 
users, both consumers and fleet operators, as buyers. This assumes that the 
intermediaries (dealers) are transmitting end-user demand fairly reliably to 
manufacturers. The new cars market has a variety of manufacturers, with a high level of 
product differentiation and therefore a high level of choice for consumers. Although 
many buyers, for whom switching costs are low, will be price-sensitive, manufacturers 
have invested in brand building, which weakens buyer power. Considering individual 
consumers, the market is essentially a polyopsony, with a large volume of vehicles 
being sold to an equally large number of consumers, which reduces buyer power. A 
partial exception to this is the case of car leasing companies, which through bulk 
purchasing and contractual arrangements can leverage favorable prices and exhibit an 
enhanced degree of buyer power. Overall, buyer power with respect to the new cars 
market is moderate. 
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Key inputs required by car manufacturers are typically commodity items such as 
metals, but also include more differentiated inputs such as fabricated components, 
produced by other companies rather than being manufactured in-house. With fairly low 
differentiation of raw materials there is often little to distinguish between suppliers, so 
manufacturers experience few switching costs. On the other hand, the high importance 
of the good quality of raw materials and components to the manufacture of cars 
(particularly when safety-critical) can enhance supplier power. Globally, prices of 
primary raw materials used, such as steel and aluminum, have been rising during the 
past few years, placing pressure on manufacturers' margins. 
However, at the time of publication (Q4 2008), many of these commodity prices had 
declined from their mid-2008 peak. The upstream global competitive landscape is 
relatively fragmented, although recent consolidation in the steel industry could boost 
supplier power for car makers. Typical suppliers are likely to sell to a wide variety of 
manufacturing companies, with any one car maker likely to be contributing only a 
small amount to total supplier revenues. This further strengthens the position of 
suppliers. 
 
New companies may enter the automotive market as start-ups, by diversifying 
from other areas of manufacturing, or by entering a particular geographical market by 
exporting. Brand strength and reputation are highly important within this industry, and 
it is therefore relatively difficult for new players to directly enter the market. Due to the 
high fixed costs in car design and manufacture, as well as the economies of scale gained 
from mass production, new start-up companies are rare: the capital requirements for a 
manufacturing facility of feasible scale are high. The Czech economy is strongly 
dependent on that of Germany, which accounts for around one third of its export 
earnings. Should Germany's current (Q4 2008) recession translate into stagnation or 
worse in the Czech Republic, buyers are likely to avoid expensive purchases such as a 
new car. The possible fall in demand also reduces the likelihood of new entrants, to a 
level assessed as weak. 
 
The main substitutes threatening players in the new cars market are used cars, 
alternative forms of personal transport, and public transport. Auto manufacturers 
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totally committed to conventionally-powered cars may see electrically-powered 
vehicles as a threat. These are often cheaper alternatives, and may have benefits such as 
lower environmental impact. Public transport, and substitutes such as cycles, can 
insulate the user from the effect of volatile fuel prices. However, end-users may also 
find them less convenient, less reliable, and less significant as status symbols. Overall, 
the threat from substitutes - particularly in countries affected by recession and with high 
consumer awareness of environmental factors - is very strong. The Czech new cars 
market is relatively concentrated, with three leading players enjoying more than 50% 
aggregate market share. Rivalry is reduced somewhat due to a degree of differentiation, 
with several different segments within the market, such as luxury and budget, and 
companies utilizing a high level of design and marketing to promote their models. 
Overall, rivalry in the new cars market is strong. [35] 
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3.3 Company analysis  
3.3.1 Company plans 
The global financial and economic crisis that emerged in the past year could 
hardly leave unscathed a sector as large and important as the automotive industry. [38] 
In addition to direct impact of financial markets instability, the company has to face a 
substantial slump in demand on the market. 
Based on expectations of a major fall in demand on the Czech automobile 
market the main activities in 2009 will be stabilizing sales volumes and keeping its 
position on the market and remain the good – name of the company. In view of the 
unfavorable trends expected in automobile market in 2009, the company endeavors to 
maintain its current level of economic performance and profitability. Business 
objectives are related to the business as a whole and are the vision of a business will 
achieve in the future. These are the primary objectives of the business. [20]  
The company’s objectives are:  
• Keep and fulfill the sale objectives set by Škoda Company; to fulfill the goals at 
lest at 100% to be able to get a bonus in the form of financial evaluation. The 
bonus is valued at 2% from all sold cars up to 103%, so if the plan was to sell 
106 cars per year and the company managed to sell 110 cars, the bonus will be 
paid for 109 cars = 103%.  
• Keep long term relationships with company’s customers  
• Provide high quality car’s service and car maintenance 
• Build and keep company’s good reputation and uphold public awareness 
3.3.2 Marketing objectives 
The marketing objectives are connected to company’s objectives and plans. 
From the point of marketing objectives, they should not be confused with business 
objectives.  Marketing objectives are however secondary objectives. They must be 
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compatible with the direction of the business as set out in company’s business plan. 
Most importantly, marketing objectives should lead to sales and should be SMART. [20]  
I believe the company should specify how should increase the volume of the sold 
cars, however the others objectives are measurable, agreed, realistic and timed. 
Despite the unfavorable developments on the market the company continues to 
fulfill the customer needs and compliance with Škoda corporate standards; however 
company had to adapt the changing conditions on the market. The main and long term 
goals of the company are: 
• Keeping the position on the market and ability to compare favorably in 
competitive environment.  
• The marketing objective is to retain current customers and obtain new customers 
through the campaigns focused on current and new products 
•  Improving the communication with customers 
3.3.3 Analysis of marketing activities  
AUTO-SPEKTRUM-ACC has been on the Czech automobile industry since 
1993. The company agreed to contract dealership agreement with Škoda Company. The 
management of the company is aware of competitors on the market and the company’s 
aim is to constantly strengthen its competitiveness.  Significant amount of the money 
has to be invested in marketing activities to be able to maintain the same position.  
Considering a good marketing campaign all current and new products on the 
market have to be monitored, as well as prices and activities of its competitors.  BMS 
(Business Management Škoda) system was created for the registration and subsequent 
processing of economic information from the Škoda Auto sales network’s dealers by an 
external consulting company. The system is based on the collecting of economic data 
from individual dealers, their evaluation, and comparison to average indicators for the 
whole market. Dealers thus gain valuable information that can show them their 
economic situation as compared to the market and that can be further used for strategic 
decision making.  
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Each dealer participating in the BMS project sends his economic data (turnover, 
margin, profit, the quality of service, customer satisfaction, etc.) in the form of monthly 
reports to a centre where they are bulk processed by the BMS system, and the results of 
the processing are sent back to all participants. Information processed like this gives the 
dealers an overview of their own economic situation in the form of calculated economic 
indicators which, in addition to that, can be compared to the average level of such 
indicators in the whole trade network in Czech Republic in a specific period. The 
system is based on an SQL database containing mainly information about dealers and 
data of all their reports. Due to their large volume, the processed results are not stored, 
but can be dynamically re-calculated if needed. BMO brings to producer information of 
economic situation of network, economic data from sellers and ability to respond to 
market problems. [37]  
The company’s goals, selling plan and marketing targets are set by the producer 
every year. The selling target for year 2009 is 106 cars.  
Marketing activities are proposed by the management in accordance with 
company’s goals, marketing communication’s goals, selling targets and current situation 
on the market. On the basic of this plan a budget is established and a calculation 
included. When the plan is approved, the meeting with employees and management 
takes place, the plan is introduced and tasks are set. Finally, the effectiveness of the 
marketing campaign has to be assessed. [19] 
3.3.4 Analysis of marketing mix 
• Product 
The company AUTOSPEKTRUM – ACC offers wide range of product and services.  
• New cars sales 
AUTOSPEKTRUM – ACC has all the latest model from Škoda (Fabia, Fabia 
combi, Sedan, Fabia RS; Roomster, Roomster Scout ; Škoda Octavia Tour, Octavia 
Tour RS; Škoda Octavia , Škoda Octavia combi, Škoda Octavia combi 4x 4, Škoda 
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Octavia RS, Octavia Scout; Super ) comfortably under one roof. They offer customers 
not only the showroom, but the chance to get to know the unique qualities of any car on 
offer through a test drive and through professional consultation with a team of experts. 
The new Škoda Yeti was presented and has launched the market in July 2009. 
• Used Car Sales 
AUTOSPEKTRUM – ACC offers customers used-car showrooms. They can 
find like-new cars which, for example, were briefly part of the Škoda fleet. Besides 
standard purchases of like-new cars, the customer can also take advantage of the leasing 
option. In the outdoor sales area are more affordably priced cars, yet they still come 
with the guarantee of solid technical condition and origin.  
• Original accessory   
AUTOSPEKTRUM - ACC has a complete range of original maker spare parts in 
its store. Additionally, professional sales and installation, as well as a full range of 
accessories including Sony and Panasonic car stereos as well as alarm systems, are 
always available. The company offers for customers wide range of car’s accessories 
such a car’s radios, tires, discus, roof racks, carpets, first-aid kit box, car seat etc.  
• Services 
While of course every new car sold at AUTOSPEKTRUM - ACC is fully 
guaranteed, long-term customer care and complete auto maintenance are essential parts 
of company’s service tradition. All repairs are carried out in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s instructions. 
The complete service department also includes departments for tire and wheel, 
brakes, emission testing, and rapid service for Škoda cars. With all repairs and services 
comes a 24 month guarantee. 
Customers can rely on AUTOSPEKTRUM ACC’s Non-Stop Roadside 
Assistance program. The roadside assistance team is only a phone call away, bringing 
the customer complete service, anytime, anywhere. And throughout the time of a car’s 
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repair, customers can choose from a wide range of rental cars, including all makes and 
models. 
If the customer is unable to take his/her vehicle to Škoda service, an authorized 
Škoda service partner will arrange a date with him/her to pick up the car. The car will 
be delivered back after the service work has been completed.  
After the end of winter or summer time permanent customers have opportunity 
to store their tires.  
The Customers can rent original accessories of Škoda such as roof rack, ski 
carrier, children’s car seat, bicycle carrier or snow chains.  
The company offers a completed washing and thorough cleaning of the interior 
of the car. 
One of the services is also preparation of the car for measuring the emission and 
STK inspection.  
Via dealer network, the Škoda ensures the collection of used products such as 
batteries, tyres and oil, in accordance with the requirements of legislation. [19] 
The following graph shows the volume of sold cars since 2003. The sale of new 
cars (mostly Škoda Fabia) used to decrease every year due to demand for reference cars. 
These vehicles are used by top management of Škoda for test drives; well- equipped 
with high – efficiency engine, guaranteed and the conditions corresponds to new cars 
(Superb and Octavia). This trend was caused by two reasons: first of all targeted 
marketing campaign for reference cars (since 2005), second reason was significant 
discount.  Since 2007 the variety of sold cars has changed. New cars reached similar 
values compare to previous years, however customers are not interested in buying 
reference cars as before due to current financial crisis. 
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Figure 10:  Volume of sold cars in 2003 - 2008 
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Car make 
Škoda belongs between companies with a long tradition. As one of the largest 
and most important Czech companies, Škoda Auto has an exceptional position in the 
Czech Republic’s economy. The company produced more than 620,000 cars around the 
world and in 2007, achieving revenues in excess of CZK 220 bn. The dynamic 
development of Škoda Auto, its successful expansion onto world markets and the 
quality of products offered is based on close consumer-supplier relations that the 
company is building through its long-term partnership and intensive co-operation on the 
development and innovation of new products. [38] 
Image 
With more than 55% of market share in Czech Republic are Škoda cars the most 
favorite one and the best selling cars at the Czech market. Škoda is considered as a 
symbol of the quality and long – term guarantee.  
Analysis of ‘Image of dealer’ is used for measuring and evaluation of the level 
services provided by the Škoda trader. Customers are randomly asked about the quality 
of services offered by all the Škoda authorized service partners. The results of this 
analysis show the level of services provided has been considerably improved since 1997. 
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While in year 1997 only 74% of all addressed customer were satisfied, in 2008 more 
then 83.5% customers are satisfied with the level of the service delivered. [38] On the 
basis of these results new steps have been implemented to reach the aim 90%.   
Goodwill 
Škoda enjoys a good reputation not only at home market but also abroad. During 
its history, Škoda Auto has become a globally recognized and sought after brand. Škoda 
Auto is one of the largest economic groupings in the Czech Republic, and the company 
is at home also in Slovakia, Germany, Poland, India, and Russia as well, thanks to it’s 
subsidiaries and associates there. Škoda brand vehicles are sold in 101 markets over the 
world. [38] 
In accordance with the Škoda Auto AUTOSPEKTRUM ACC provides 2-year 
warranty on new Škoda cars. The company provides 3-year warranty for paint defects, 
10-year warranty for non-rust-through of the car body for the Škoda Fabia, 
Škoda Octavia Tour and Škoda Superb and 12-year warranty for non-rust-through of the 
body for the New Škoda Fabia (since 12/2006), Škoda Octavia (since 02/2004), New 
Škoda Octavia (since 11/2008), Škoda Roomster (since 03/2006) and New Superb 
(since 03/2008). The warranty for Škoda Genuine Parts and Accessories is respected 
accords with commercial code of Czech Republic. [38] 
• Price 
Graphic’s look of price list and catalogue is proposed by the producer. The 
selling price and margin of cars are recommended by Škoda Company. The dealer can 
change these prices in accordance with car model. The bottom price is limited by 
acquisition value and the upper limit is determined by merchantability in the 
competitive environment. 
The car’s prices correspond to design of the car, equipment, color and 
technological possibilities of the car. The customer can choose from three bodyworks – 
classic, ambiente (Fabia, Octavia), comfort (Superb) and elegance. AUTOSPEKTRUM 
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– ACC provides discounts between 30 000 - 50 000 CZK for customers who choose a 
car from company’s showroom. 
When the customer is looking at getting a new car he can choose from a range of 
finance options which have influence on the price – in cash, credit, operating lease or 
hire purchase (finance lease). The company offers advantageous insurance and others 
benefits in form of accessories or navigation in case he or she chooses hire purchase or 
buying the car on credit. Firm AUTO-SPEKTRUM-ACC cooperates with one of the 
biggest companies on the Czech market- Škofin which support the sale of Volkswagen 
vehicles and provides a complex offer of all financial products such as hire purchases of 
new and used cars, credit and factoring. 
A finance lease is a commercial arrangement where the lessee (customer) will 
select an asset (vehicle) and the lessee will pay a series of rentals or installments for the 
use of that asset and the lessor (finance company) will purchase that asset. The customer 
can choose the length of the leasing from 36 till 76 moths and the amount of the deposit 
10%, 20% or 30% and installments in accordance with the car and its price. The series 
of rentals are paid in fixed price for all the period of the lease. The seller prepares the 
proposal of the lease contract, calculation and sends this contract to the lease company 
Škofin. The proposal is considered and sent back through the on-line connection. In 
case the vehicle is at customer’s disposal, the customer pays the deposit and takes the 
car.  
The company AUTOSPEKTRUM – ACC enables to cooperate with any 
insurance company in Czech Republic, however the most cooperates with Česka 
pojišťovna, which offers a combined insurance for vehicles breakdown and damage 
liability. Very popular is Allianz insurance company which provides accident insurance, 
car liability. [19] 
• Distribution 
A car dealership or vehicle local distribution is a business that sells new cars and 
used cars at the retail level, based on a dealership contract with an automaker or its sales 
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subsidiary. Škoda Auto offers its products and quality services through a network of 
dealerships in nearly 90 countries of the world.  
Professional approach to customers on the part of all dealers is the base of the 
company’s success. Equally exemplary is also Škoda Auto‘s and its dealers’ approach 
to the environment.  Škoda Auto presents a broad pallet of its automobiles at all 
important dealerships in Europe and overseas. The company AUTO-SPEKTRUM-ACC 
belongs to retail chain of Škoda Auto Company. 
The company AUTOSPEKTRUM- ACC was established on the basis of the 
dealership - unlimited contract with Škoda Company. Cars are distributed through 
networks of distributors placed systematically to cover all the Czech Republic, so 
potential customers can easily find dealers in their cities. The company benefits from 
being located in Brno due to infrastructure and a good purchasing power.   
The producer provides program - B2B system designed for dealers of networks 
of Škoda-Auto which enable to create an extensive reservation, order, exchange, and 
sales system for new cars. The system covers the Concern-Manufacturing-National 
importer-Dealer chain and it is integrated with the system on all of the levels. Besides 
offer, reservation and order, it also enables free configuration and de facto formation of 
new cars, exchange of free cars, and monitoring of the whole manufacturing and 
dispatching process for each car. The system brought significant cost savings, the 
ordering process gives dealers easier and faster access to more vehicles which in turn 
leads to a much improved customers service and faster delivery times. [37] 
Dealer purchases regularly new cars (usually 30 -40), without any specific 
demand from customer, which are available immediately, stored in the showroom and 
company’s area. Sold cars are taken by customers. In case the customer is not able to 
take over his or her vehicle, the company’s staff is able to bring and implement all 
stated services directly at the legal residence or business address of the customer.  
AUTO-SPEKTRUM-ACC fulfils criteria of selective distribution (i.e. selecting 
a discrete number of distributors that meet the manufacturer’s criteria). Authorized 
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dealer provides required standard of services by fully qualified employees. The firm’s 
aims and sales plan are specified every year by the producer. 
The company can confirms that it has in sale and service of vehicles, aggregates 
and tools, as well as sale of genuine parts and accessories implemented and applies a 
system that guarantees quality according to the norm ISO 9000: 2000. Sellers are 
regularly trained and invited for meetings where the results are discussed and further 
steps recommended achieving better customer care, customer services lead to higher 
turnover and profit. [19] 
• Propagation 
Promotion covers all the communication tools that can deliver the message to the 
target audience. Promotion tools can be grouped into 5 main categories: [9] 
a) Advertising 
Advertising is the most powerful tool for building the awareness of a company, 
product or service. [9] 
AUTOSPEKTRUM – ACC focuses on promotions with targets proposed 
according to company’s aims. The advertisements are published in regional press such 
as Brněnský program and newspapers such as Vaše Šance, PROBRNO, 
PROBRNĚNSKO, Brněnský nos, PROVYSOČINU, Moravské realitní noviny, Haló, 
Autohandl, Katalog Autobonus, journal Právo and special magazine Grand auto-moto in 
order to speak to new potential customers. Company publishes every year in Golden 
pages and in commercial map of Brno. 
This form of advertisement is useful due to ongoing image of the company and 
offered products. The advertisements in the magazine Autohandl and Grand Auto – 
moto focus on target group of customers. 
Handouts, flyers and pamphlets are periodically printed and sent to company’s 
loyal customers to be informed about the news, activities and special offers. Nowadays 
leaflets are not always favorably accepted.  
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The company participates in the International Motor Show Autosalon Brno 
every year which is the leading trade fair of its kind in Central Europe and as well in 
trade fair of utility vehicles Autotec. At these occasions the company provides 
informative brochures to purvey contact details, current offers and other important 
information about the dealer.   
Very effective way of advertising is outdoor advertising, especially that related 
to billboards. Billboards and hoardings are situated in the company’s surrounding area 
at open, frequent places to attract attention of potential customers. Two gas stations are 
located nearby which is strategic for renting hoardings. Nowadays AUTOSPEKTRUM 
– ACC advertises by means of three billboards, two of them placed in Slatina and 1 in 
Brno – Zvonařka. In the company’s area are situated navigation posters for better 
orientation when looking for the company’s residency.  
Based on discussion and interview with the owner of the company this form of 
propagation is very useful and it is addressed to general public. Disadvantage of 
billboards is in high price.  
Very beneficial is advertisement in the form of stickers with company contact 
details pasted on company cars. The potential customer can see the product in the area 
where it is not possible to put any other form of advertisement.  
Previously the company used several times radio advertising, mostly on Kiss 
Hády FM 88. 3 Brno, but this kind of advertising is not used due to low effectively and 
cost savings. 
Promotional material on DVDs is has been showing in the showroom every 
day.  Dealers purchase posters, book of patterns, banners, stands and Škoda catalogues 
from the producer and set out them in the showrooms. [41] 
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The following table shows cost on marketing activities since 2003.  
Table 9:  Expenses spent on marketing activities in 2003 - 2008 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 
January 14342 0 3870 263 989 36840 232140 
February 6585 5400 75 548 32 689 82820 120 500 
March 18085 29 550 3272 113 979 499735 140925 
April 19828 15 550 9453 84 000 368421 57800 
May 21201 19 792 27 065 272 171 159790 150860 
June 28528 5800 25 525 152 330 159905 63270 
July 23039 5850 30 652 277 939 282200 80500 
August 6500 9970 32 300 236 370 157452 82700 
September 72272 10 106 461 262 262 990 156900 197 775 
October 7628 10 899 59 109 239 232 160203 43000 
November 18072 87 146 101 718 249 511 120828 60600 
December 40892 25 216 87 640 247740 46800 109180 
Total 276 912 225 279 917419 2 432 940 2 231 894 1 339250 
Source: Internal material of the company 
The company influenced the marketing campaign by increasing cost on 
marketing activities which had very positive impact on the turnover and receipts. In last 
year 2008 a significant decrease is recognized due to lack of financial resource 
expended in marketing campaign. This fall is caused by current financial crisis emerged 
automotive sector and whole industry. In addition the company has to face a substantial 
slump in demand on the market. 
Considering following table 8 and marketing activities realized in 2003 – 2008, 
the company spends the highest cost on advertisements in press such as magazines, 
journals, newspapers, handouts and leaflets. The most beneficial are advertisements in 
the newspapers and magazines.  
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Table 10: Marketing activities realized 2003 – 2008 in CZK 
 Graphic 
proposals 
Billboards Press, 
handouts 
Sponsorship Propagation’s 
material 
Others Total 
2 003 Frequency 4  32 7 3 6 Cost 19 900 0 194 585 38 140 20 037 18 420 291 082 
2 004 Frequency 6 2 35 4 3 1  Cost 23 375 6 300 163 865 24 900 4 835 2 000 225 275 
2 005 Frequency 7  73 3 5 10  Cost 25 210 0 446 322 299 650 26 862 115 592 913 636 
2 006 Frequency 4 4 123 7 2 10  Cost 72 042 28 832 1 418 602 704 102 70 805 129 334 2 423 717
2 007 Frequency 8 9 94  1 8  Cost 44 165 356 091 1 747 938 0 7 000 76 700 2 231 894
2 008 Frequency 4 10 64  10 34  Cost 9 500 593 332 656 128 0 10 000 70 290 1 339 250
Source: Internal material of the company  
 
Since 2003, AUTOSPEKTRUM – ACC started to sponsor the international 
moto – cross competitions and in 2006 the company supported many actions 
particularly AKAI ARENACROSS 2006. In that year the company sponsored champion 
of road motorcycles Moto GP Michael Fila in category till 125 ccm³ and 250 ccm³. The 
investment in sponsorship needs a huge amount of money, however it does not bring 
every time the expected result. Since 2007 the situation on the market has changed 
significantly and influenced the receptions of the company.  The management decided 
to invest money to press advertising rather then to sponsorship. [41] The title others 
includes spots in radios, materials used for an identification of the company such as t-
shirts, stickers on the cars, electronic presentation and web pages. Propagation’s 
materials are advertising items bought from Škody Auto a.s.  
b) Personal selling 
The sale of motor cars is set on personal contact and communication with 
customer. This tool of marketing communication is very expensive. The best quality of 
salesperson is in ability to have a direct impact on customer. 
Sales representative has to fulfill qualification and has to have required abilities 
and skills (secondary education, workload and clean driving license). The person should 
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be interested in motoring, cars and should have knowledge of one foreign language 
either English or German.  
Currently the company employs three certificate sales representatives. Each of 
them has to pass an exam with compliance of Škoda corporate standards. Sales person 
should be able to provide a professional consulting including technical and financial 
information. Employees are trained on the regular basis, have to know the etiquette of 
selling, be interested and informed about new products on the market, take part in 
meetings and participate actively in marketing activities and campaigns of the firm. 
When a new product comes on the market, salesmen are familiarized and they have 
opportunity to test the car and compare with the similar one of competition. [19] 
c) Sales promotion 
The company endeavors to increase marketability by sales promotion and by 
variety of action targeted at the customers. 
Used reference cars are offered with discounts. The company is able to purchase 
a reference car of Škoda Auto according to customer’s wish. These cars have on the 
clock approximately 20 000 km, full guaranteed. Additionally the customer can get a 
profitable insurance and winter tires free of charge.  
AUTOSPEKTRUM –ACC does not participate in exhibitions and does not 
present there due to high rent, however it takes part every year in Brno’s fairs Autosalon 
and Autotec under the auspices of Škoda.  
The firm provides sponsor’s gifts and donations in the form of tickets for 
regional balls and actions, gift items such as pens, key rings and t-shirts. These gifts are 
important and can have an impact on the selling. The most loyal and important 
customers receive Christmas and New Year’s greeting’s cards and high – quality wines. 
Quantity discounts are offered from 3 – 5% at the purchase up to three vehicles.  
When the customer intends to sell an old car and buy a new one the trade-in can 
be one of the options. The price of the used (old) car is reduced from the price of 
acquisition value of the new car. The other option is to sell the car to dealer for 
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consignment sale which is recommended to people who do not require the money 
immediately and whose car is supposed to be interesting for buyers (Bachelor thesis, 
2007 from internal material of the company). 
d) Public relations 
Public relations are part of the company’s life and the company actively 
participates in sports and cultural actions and sponsors.  
The company used to present and have actions in front of the shopping centers.  
The introduction of each new model is accompanied by sales person who answers all 
the queries not only about vehicle but also abut the company and provides further 
information. Potential customers can use the offer to have their dampers measured free 
of charge. For these occasions are printed leaflets and pamphlets with special offers. 
Since 2008 these actions are cancelled due to financial resources.  
Every July the company maintains an opened door day for all the customers 
and visitors. The refreshment and driving tests are prepared for customers and special 
program with competition for children. The company organizes for its employees a 
team buildings and Christmas party.  
Sponsorship is very favorable especially in the automotive industry. It helps the 
Company reinforce its image, build brand recognition, and reach target customer groups. 
Since 2003, AUTOSPEKTRUM – ACC started to sponsor the international moto – 
cross competitions and in 2006 the company supported many actions particularly AKAI 
ARENACROSS 2006, which took place 13 - 14.01.2006 in Brno. In that year the 
company sponsored champion of road motorcycles Moto GP Michael Fila in category 
till 125 ccm³ and 250 ccm³. 
In 2003 and 2005 the company sponsored some sport activities which took place 
on the primary school in Šlapanice and cultural actions. Since 2005 AUTOSPEKTRUM 
–ACC belonged among partners sponsoring competition of sidecars and four – wheelers 
in Vranov and got a great opportunity of presenting the company. 
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The investment in sponsorship needs a huge amount of money, however it does 
not bring every time the expected result. Since 2007 the situation on the market has 
changed significantly and influenced the receptions of the company.  The management 
decided to invest money to press advertising rather then to sponsorship. 
Consider the internet; web presentation is an important mean of sales 
promotion. The internet presentations contents should fulfill criteria in several spheres: 
Usability, Graphic design, Marketing and Value of information. Current web pages 
include presentation of car models, price list, contact, news which informs about the 
special offers.  
The company participates in the International Motor Show Autosalon Brno 
every year which is the leading trade fair of its kind in Central Europe and as well in 
trade fair of utility vehicles Autotec. At these occasions the company provides 
informative brochures to purvey contact details, current offers and other important 
information about the dealer.   
When firms create a look for a company's stationery, brochure, ads and Web site, 
this is often called an "identity package." Every company has an identity or image in the 
minds of its customers comprised of factors besides the graphic look. The main 
attributes of identity of AUTO- SPEKTRUM- ACC spol. s.r.o are:  
• Logo   AUTO - SPEKTRUM - ACC spol. s.r.o. 
• Headed notepaper with logo of the company and the picture of the building  
• Business cards and compliments slips design 
• Propagation material – pens, work wear with logo, t-shirts, stickers for cars 
• PowerPoint presentation template design with contacts, photos and information 
about company 
An Annual report is a comprehensive report on a company's activities throughout 
the preceding year which is prepared by the company. Annual report gives information 
about the sale’s objectives for new and used cars, information about the sale of Škoda 
original parts and accessories, marketing plan and the strategy. The company is not 
obligated to show this report on its web pages. [41] 
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e) Direct marketing 
The most common form of direct marketing is a direct mail.  Advertising 
catalogs, price lists, event invitations, handouts used to be delivered by delivery services 
to homes and businesses to the most loyal and important customers. Due to missing 
financial resources the company does not send any of mentioned items. 
The Internet brings many unique benefits to marketing, one of which being 
lower costs and greater capabilities for the distribution of information and media to a 
global audience therefore the company offers the cars through the portals Seznam, 
Centrum, TipCars and on web pages www.autospektrumacc.cz, and approximately 30%  
of all cars are sold through internet. [41] 
The majority of customers communicate through internet. The electronic mail is 
cheap and fast way how to communicate with customers, enable to book a test drive, 
order a car. When sending document such a log book, faxes have a distinct advantage 
over postal mail in that the delivery is nearly instantaneous, the disadvantage is in 
quality. 
The most important communication tools remains in phone calls, which are 
preferred by majority of customers [41]. 
 
3.4 SWOT 
The Swot analysis is the process of analyzing organizations and their 
environment based on their strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. This 
includes the environmental analysis – the process of scanning the business environment 
for threats and opportunities (external factors), and the organizational analysis – the 
process of analysing a firm’s strengths and weaknesses (internal factors). [17] 
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Strengths 
• The company has been using the brand Škoda which has a good 
reputation not only at home market but also abroad. [38] 
• The company has been on the market for a long period of time since 
1993 and during the time got a good name in public awareness  
• Based on the discussion with management of the company the full 
guaranteed car service grants for the company financial resources and 
stability. [41] 
• A holder of the ISO 9001 certificate of quality and ecological audit  
• The company has a good strategic position near the centre in Brno; the 
city Brno  
• The attention is paid to advertising in press 
Weaknesses 
• Limited space for growing of the company hence the company has to 
use some services and cooperate with competition, for example to use   
painting shop  
• Absence of marketing specialist focused on the marketing activities 
• As one of the weaknesses is being considered marketing communication 
of the company. Catalogues, brochures, handouts are not provided to 
customers and the entire communication is not integrated 
• The level of communication with public is significantly low 
• Missing direct marketing, opportunity to address potential customers by 
direct mail 
• The company put the accent on advertisement in press and pay no 
attention to any other marketing activities (analysis of the marketing 
activities) 
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Opportunities 
• The biggest opportunity for the company is launch of the new product 
on the market. Campaign focuses on customers with target 
communication about products and services that meet customer’s needs.  
• Improvement of a direct marketing and therefore establishment of 
closer contact with customers 
• To make sure current and potential customers about the company and its 
offered product and services by unification of the marketing activities 
• Addressing and obtaining new customers by latest trends in marketing 
communications, using unconventional ways of presentation  
Threats  
• Major fall in demand on the Czech automobile market. The effects of 
economic crisis became visible in automotive industry since  2008  
• Competition decreases in prices, even though these products are 
marketable 
• Termination of contract or problems with company Škoda Auto for any 
reason would effect the business  
• For each company is a big threat insolvency, means the inability to pay 
its debts as they fall due  
• The company is obligate to get the certificate ISO 9001 for running the 
business in car industry 
• Building placed on leasehold place; problems by increase in rent or 
termination of the contract 
• In case the bank will not provide the loan – bank overdraft the company 
can get into difficulties 
Swot analysis compiled on the basis of analysis, internal materials of the 
company and discussion with owner of the company. 
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4 PROPOSE OF THE COMMUNICATION STRATEGY 
The aim of this chapter is to propose more effective communication strategy for 
the company AUTOSPEKTRUM-ACC on the basis of the results of the marketing mix 
analysis and literature related to marketing communication strategy. The proposal 
should contribute to better communication with current customers, security of the 
position on the market and obtaining new customers. 
The communication should meet these objectives: 
• Increase in awareness of the company AUTOSPEKTRUM-ACC through the 
campaign. Monitor changes in company’s attendance as well as customer’s 
attendance through service delivered. Internal company’s statistic shows 
approximately 12 services provided per day.  
• Increase in sale of cars – focus on existing customers by encouraging them to 
increase the frequency of their purchases. The main objective is to reach the sale 
target set by company Škoda and obtain the financial bonus valued at 2% paid 
for sold cars (up to 103%). 
• Inform target groups of brand-new product on the market; obtaining new 
customers: three company purchasers who would extend their car’s fleet and 
customers from targeted group – younger very active people oriented on 
outdoors activities  
The implementation of the marketing communication will be delivered through the 
company strategy (in the company’s propagation materials and web pages, 
presentations).  
Target groups 
Car Yeti belongs to segment of Sport Utility Vehicle (SUV). On the basis of the 
analysis, the company internal materials and propagation materials of Škoda Auto 
Company were defined these two target groups of customers.  
In the first target group are companies who wish to buy or renew their car’s fleet. 
These companies are middle – sized and would like to purchase more then two cars. 
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These customers should be attracted by advertisement on the company’s web pages, on 
the internet, direct handouts to postboxes and the new car will be offered by trained 
employees from call centre.  
Second target group is younger people, active, lovers of nature and outdoor 
activities. Taken in account the demographic profile of these customers, these people 
usually run their own small company or they are members of middle or higher 
management. People who spend their free time on cottages, like traveling, sport, enjoy 
the modern active life and are interested in ecology.  
Communications objectives 
The company wants to address both of these target groups by means of slogan 
which emphasizes on the main strengths of the car. The slogan of the advertising 
campaign for Škoda Yeti ‘Be Prepared for Something Wild’ highlights that public 
should be prepared for unusual experience and new car launched the market. The main 
strengths of Yeti should be stressed such as: usefulness, space, favorable design and 
safety. Therefore the company wants to say this car is for people who run their business 
and pay attention to their leisure time as well.  
Communication tools, techniques, channels and media 
Advertisement will focus on both classic media such as billboards, press and new 
media which aim to speak to huge group of people – internet users.  
The limits are financial resources and willingness to invest these finances to 
marketing communication. It was recommended by the management of the company 
not to exceed 250 000, - CZK due to fact that suggested marketing campaign is going to 
be implemented during the ongoing marketing communication of the company. 
The attention should be paid to unconventional ways of presentation and 
advertising such a guerilla marketing, event marketing, product placement which could 
be an opportunity for the company. Taken into account the current situation of the 
company and after the interview with the owner it is not recommended to deal with this 
type of presentation currently. 
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4.1 Inappropriate tools of marketing communication  
Inappropriate tools of marketing communication for the company AUTOSPEKTRUM –
ACC are following:  
4.1.1 Advertising 
On the basis of the results of analysis the television as a medium is not 
recommended due to higher cost. Based in regional news it could be addressed to 
general public and it could interest potential customers, however the expense would 
exceed the receipts and therefore the efficiency would be low. 
The radio advertising is not recommended. The company has prior experience 
with this type of advertisement; the lifetime of the message is very short, company has 
to spend significant cost and therefore the efficiency is lower. Furthermore financial 
crisis which affected the car market is not favorable and company can not afford 
advertising in local radio. 
4.1.2 Sales promotion 
Exhibitions are not recommended due to high rent of showroom. As mention in 
analysis part AUTOSPEKTRUM - ACC takes part every year in Brno’s fairs Autosalon 
and Autotec under the auspices of Škoda Company. 
4.1.3 Public relations 
Sponsorship – on the basis of the interview with the director of the company and 
results from the analysis, sponsorship is not recommended. Two main factors which 
have an impact on the decision not to sponsor are:  
• Sponsoring of any activity would probably not bring an expected receipts 
• The company would increase the awareness of its existence, however the cost on 
sponsorship would exceed the profit gained  
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4.1.4 Direct marketing 
SMS (small message service) is very popular due to fact that majority of people 
own a mobile phone. Regardless of this SMS marketing is not recommended.  It could 
be very useful in different area, for example in garage service, for people who would 
welcome reminders or updates on something relevance. SMS has limitation in that only 
relatively simple text message can be sent and the strength can become weakness very 
easily, somebody can consider the message with up-to-date offer as unsolicited text 
messages.  
 
4.2 Appropriate tools, techniques and media of marketing 
communication  
AUTOSPEKTRUM - ACC closely cooperates with the company Provex nova 
s.r.o., therefore it is recommended to cooperate and share proposed activities together. 
One of the most important factors is choosing the tools in the phase of the life cycle and 
not all of them can be used. The communication strategy is proposed for the current 
situation on the market – a brand new car Yeti has just launched the market.  
All the prices and cost mentioned below were discussed with management of the 
company and prices are without VAT. Some of these activities can be done by 
emploeeys of the company; these expenses are not included in following tables.  
4.2.1 Advertising 
a) Advertisement 
When a new product - car launched the market, customers have to learn about 
the product. What are the main differences compared to the cars of competition. An 
impact on the customer is very important in this period of time and cost spent on 
advertising are significant. 
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On the basis of the outcome from analysis it was found out the company invests 
a considerable sum of money in classic advertising, especially in press, handouts and 
flyers. The ongoing propagation covers most of the regional press and motor magazines 
and with respect to target groups it is recommended to advertise in daily press. 
Autospektrum-Acc is based in South Moravia, in my opinion the newspaper Brněnský 
deník Rovnost would be the most appropriate. 
Brněnský deník is the most readable newspaper in the Moravia. Each 
advertisement will be published every Friday since middle July till middle August, in 
total four advertisements per 40 000, - CZK.  
b) Billboards 
As was mentioned in the analysis a very effective way of advertising is outdoor 
advertising, actively used in the form of billboards. I recommend adding two more 
billboards with new car Yeti. The locations are chosen purposely to address majority of 
drivers in Brno.  
First billboard will be situated in the company’s surroundings on 
Hviezdoslavova Street and the other one will be located close the Zvonařka - bus station. 
These locations are very convenient due to strategic position on the main roads run 
through the city. From a time point of view both billboards will be implemented for two 
months – July and August 2009.  
c) Internet  
• Web presentation 
Web pages of company Autospektrum-Acc have to be in harmony with pages of 
Škoda Auto but the firm can put forward any ideas and offers which can improve selling. 
Current company’s pages are well arranged and compiled, however the campaign 
should be supported as well through web presentation. I propose to put banner with 
photography, price and description of the equipment of Yeti on the main page. This 
banner will inform the visitors of company’s pages from August till September.  
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• Search engine optimization 
Search engine optimization can contribute for attendance of web presentation when 
looking for particular information about car retailers. The earlier a site appears in the 
search results list, the more visitors it will receive from the search engine. If the words 
are appropriately chosen, the company’s pages can show up on the front places of the 
found references. The prices are favorable and company can afford it. This search 
engine optimization will be implemented from August till December 2009 on Seznam 
and Google. 
• Book a test drive, service 
Although majority of customers prefer a personal contact and discussion with sales 
person, the link for booking a test drive, link for service and the link for registration to 
be informed about news should be implemented on the web presentation of 
Autospektrum –Acc.  
The customer will fill in a short form to provide a contact details, select the car of 
his choice or provide details about his current car and the retailer will get in touch with 
him to arrange a convenient time.  
Table 11: Expected cost on advertising 
Item Number Expenses (without VAT) Description 
Brněnský deník Rovnost - advertisement 4 40 000 CZK  Distribution 
Billboards  2 50 000 CZK Distribution, 
production 
Web presentation  10 000 CZK  
Search engine optimization  20 000 CZK  
The link to book a test drive, service  3 000 CZK  
Total  123 000 CZK  
 
4.2.2 Personal selling 
Personal selling is very important tool of marketing communication of the 
company. The salesperson can make the customer aware of the car and give detailed 
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information to increase knowledge. The customer can be persuaded to buy the car, 
however the salesperson should not press the customer to buy or provides 
misrepresented information. The advantage of personal selling is interactivity; it means 
the salesperson can get feedback immediately. 
 There is a number of factors affect the potential customer: an internal 
environment of the company, atmosphere, and a willingness of the salesperson and 
is/her knowledge. The personal nature of selling makes easier to build a relationship 
with the customer. In the show room should be handouts and brochures available. 
Current situation of sales representatives is sufficient and Autospektrum-Acc has no 
plan to employ another seller.  
Personal selling plays a very important role during the following suggested 
marketing activity – an opened day where sales representatives can have a big 
influence on potential customers.  
4.2.3 Public relations  
At the end of August on Saturday’s afternoon will be arrange an opened door 
day combined with an introduction of a new model. This action will be prepared for 
all potential customer and visitors with respect of target groups.  
The introduction of Yeti will be accompanied by three sales representatives who 
will be answering all the queries not only about vehicle but also abut the company and 
provide further information. Visitors will have an opportunity to see workshop, service 
department and showroom, to have a look at cars and try them by means of driving tests.  
As mentioned before the presentation will focus on both target groups of customers. 
Sales representatives will await questions relative to safety, usefulness and as well 
equipments and accessories. For this reason the presentation of accessories for model 
Škoda Yeti will be prepared such as: roof racks, ski and snowboards carriers, surf 
carrier, bicycle carriers or snow chains.  
For this occasion small refreshment will be prepared and two hostesses will give 
out leaflets and pamphlets printed for this action (from 1pm till 6pm). Regular 
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customers will obtain an invite letter in the form of direct email, no cost on distribution 
of invites.  
Table 12: Expected cost on PR 
Item Unit price Expenses (in CZK) Description 
3 Sales Representatives 1500 4 500  
Refreshment  12 000 Non alcoholic drinks and 
sandwiches 
Propagation handouts, pamphlets  15 000 Production, distribution 
Giveaways  10 000   
2 Hostess 1000 2 000   
Petrol / diesel oil  3 000  Test driving 
Total  46 500 CZK  
 
4.2.4 Direct marketing 
The company should use more direct marketing in marketing communication. 
The contribution is closer contact with customer.  
• Phone contact with customers 
As for improvement of direct marketing for Autospektrum – ACC, the company 
has a good quality database of its own customers. I propose to use this database and 
contact over the phone the key customers. The contact would be provided by 
employees from a call centre who would inform about recent activities and offers of the 
company. From the time point of view I recommend September and October 2009.  
• Direct mail 
Present or prospective customer will receive pamphlets delivered by post to 
their post box. The pamphlet should be attractive, inform about a new car which 
launched the market with pictures, price, and logo of company with contact details. I 
recommend covering these parts of the city: Brno – centre, Slatina, Černovice, 
Bohunice and to address the customer in September, because regarding to internal 
company statistic the best- selling month is October.  
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Table 13: Expected cost on direct marketing 
Item Expenses (in CZK) Description 
Call centre 10 000 Media and PR agency in Brno 
Pamphlets 40 000 Production, distribution 
Total  50 000 CZK  
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5 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION 
5.1 Implementation 
Once marketing communication strategy is formulated, a process for its 
implementation must be set in force. There are more methods for determining a 
marketing budget.  
One of the methods of budgeting is known as the objective-and-task method. 
With this method, the company will allocate its budget based on the objectives it sets. In 
order to use this method, a business needs to determine its marketing objectives, the 
tasks needed to accomplish these objectives, and the estimated costs associated with 
completing these tasks. [19] 
The total amount of the money which is going to be invested in marketing 
communication activities is 219 500 CZK. This sum of money is relatively high due to 
campaign introducing a new car on the market. Consumers will have to learn about the 
new product and the company has to persuade them to try the new car Yeti. Consider 
the situation on the automotive market, the company must invest in marketing activities, 
stimulate demand for new cars and its services to be able to maintain current customers, 
obtain new one and to increase selling of cars. Steps taken for successful 
implementation:  
• The communication strategy needs to be introduced to employees who 
contribute by their opinions and ideas, comments expected 
• Further company’s meeting; the final marketing communication should be 
accepted 
• Tasks and jobs will be assigned to individuals; employee who will be 
responsible for implementation and quality 
• The proposed communication strategy should be adjusted to the situation inside 
of the  company and outside of the company and should be changed or updated 
if needed 
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• The efficiency of communication will be monitored and evaluated during the 
process by selected employee 
• The process of monitoring and control comprises comparing actual performance 
against required or desired performance objectives, at the end of the year 2009 
management obtains the results of the evaluation and the feedback should be 
provided and hence influence the next round of the marketing planning process  
5.2 Economic overview, evaluation of marketing communication 
Due to fact the company Autospektrum – Acc is payer of value added tax all the 
prices are exclusive of VAT. The following table shows total cost of suggested 
marketing communication of the company Autospektrum –Acc in 2009.  
Table 14: Budget on proposed activities 
Communication tools Description Frequency 
Total cost 
(excluding 
VAT) 
1 Advertising  
 - Newspapers   
 Brněnský deník Rovnost An advertisement published on Friday 
4 weeks  40 000 CZK
 - Outdoor advertising   
 Billboards 2 billboards 8 weeks 50 000 CZK
 - Internet   
 Web presentation Banner on web pages 4 weeks 10 000 CZK
 Search engine optimization Seznam,Google 16 weeks 20 000 CZK
 The link to book a test drive, 
service  
24 weeks 3 000 CZK
2 Public relations   
 -Action   
 An opened door day  1 day 46 500 CZK
3 Direct marketing   
 Phone contact with 
customers Call centre 
8 weeks 10 000 CZK
 -Direct mail   
 Pamphlets Brno – centre, Slatina, Černovice, Bohunice 
during 4 weeks 40 000 CZK
Total                                                                                                                           219 500 CZK 
Source:  The table compiled on the basis of interview with owner and own research, study 
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As for the price, the most expensive items are advertising and public relations. 
Advertisements in newspaper and on billboards are communication tools which have a 
very positive impact on potential customers. [41] 
5.2.1 Contribution of proposals 
The main objective of above mentioned proposals is an increase in selling of 
new cars in the company. The marketing communication strategy will also contribute to 
maintain the current position on the market, to improve an image of the company, 
public awareness, to keep a close relationship with current customers and increase in 
guarantee and service providing and car accessories selling. 
After consultation with the management of the company we came to conclusion 
that these proposals could increase the sale approximately from 10 to 12 of new cars. At 
this stage we are not able to advice of anticipated profit. The profit margin differs 
depending on car, equipment and engine.  
5.2.2 Evaluation of marketing communication 
Evaluation is the measurement of results against the objectives which were set 
during the planning process. The efficiency of marketing campaign will be measured 
and evaluated at the end of the year 2009 in accordance with: 
• Sales volume analysis – number of sold cars 
• Comparison of previous period of time 
• Changes in attendance of Autospektrum – Acc every month and number of 
service provided or accessories sold;  according to company internal statistic  
• Attendance of the company’s web pages  
• New customers joined in regard of particular month and marketing tool 
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5.3 Schedule  
 The table below shows the plan of marketing communication strategy and its 
implementation in time. The schedule focuses on second part of year 2009, 
communication’s tool were selected and arrange with respect of the most successful 
time of selling (internal company’s statistic).  
 The process begins in June, when the introduction of the marketing 
communication will take place. During June will be accepted the final marketing 
communication, tasks and jobs will be assigned to employees who will be responsible 
for implementation. The intensive marketing campaign will ran from July to December 
2009 and it will be measured and evaluated at the end of December.  
Table 15: Marketing communication tools in time  
Marketing Communication Tool 
Period of time 
2009 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 Communication strategy introduced at the meeting        
2 Task assigned to relevant employees        
3 Newspaper advertisements        
4 Billboards        
5 Web presentation        
6 Search engine optimization        
7 The link for booking a test drive and service        
8 An opened day door        
9 Call centre – phone contacts with customers        
10 Pamphlets, handouts        
11 Evaluation of marketing communication        
Source: The table compiled on own research, study 
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6 CONCLUSION 
The diploma thesis was compiled for the purposes of the company AUTO-
SPEKTRUM-ACC spol. s.r.o. The headquarter and showroom retail complex is based 
on Hviezdoslavově street 3 in Brno- Slatina. AUTOSPEKTRUM-ACC sells and 
provides service of cars as a retailer of Škoda Company on the Czech Republic 
automotive market.  
The main objective of the thesis was to analyze present communication strategy 
within the company AUTOSPEKTRUM – ACC and propose the improvement of 
marketing communication strategy.  
Pest analysis, Porter five forces and Market analysis were carried out to analyze 
industry which has an influence on the company. On the basis of the outcome obtained 
from analysis it was found out that the company has to face a strong competition on 
highly developed market. The last year a global financial and economic crisis emerged 
the sector of automotive industry. In addition to direct impact of financial markets 
instability, the company has to face a substantial slump in demand on the market. 
Company analysis showed up a decrease of sales; however SWOT analysis clarified 
many strengths and opportunities of the company. It is essential to invest in marketing 
activities, stimulate demand for new cars and services connected to be able to maintain 
current customers, obtain new one and to increase receipts.  
The current communication strategy was evaluated and the weak sides of the 
communication were brought into the light.  One of the weaknesses is marketing 
communication of the company. Catalogues, brochures, handouts are not provided to 
customers unless they come to the showroom. The level of communication with public 
is significantly low and direct mail could be opportunity how to address potential 
customers. Unconventional ways of presentation were discussed and we came to 
conclusion that financial resources are not sufficient at the current situation. The 
company focuses on advertisement in press and pays no attention to any other 
marketing activities. In previous years it used to focus on campaign of reference cars. 
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Since 2007 the variety of sold cars has changed. Customers are not interested in buying 
reference cars as before due to current financial crisis. 
Since July 2009 the new Škoda Yeti has launched the market. Consider the 
competition and situation on the automotive market, it was decided to propose a new 
communication strategy focused on new car Yeti. This campaign should increase 
awareness of the company AUTOSPEKTRUM - ACC, the sales in terms of the 
frequency of purchases from current customers. Inform target groups of brand-new 
product on the market and therefore obtain new customers.   
Suggested marketing campaign is being implemented during the ongoing 
marketing communication of the company. Following recommendation of management  
relative to marketing budget for 2009, the total amount of the money to be invested in 
marketing communication should have not exceeded 250 000 CZK. At the end the 
proposed activities reached 219 500 CZK. This sum of money is acceptable due to fact 
of introduction a new car Yeti on the market. The most expensive items are advertising 
and public relations. Both communication tools are very important and have a positive 
impact on potential customers. All the campaign will be financed by the profit of the 
company. 
The marketing communication strategy will contribute to maintain the current 
position on the market, to improve an image of the company, public awareness and to 
keep a close relationship with current customers. From the management point of view 
these proposals could increase the sale of cars approximately from 10 to 12 of new cars. 
The company should meet the sale’s target set by Škoda and obtain the financial bonus. 
Increase in public awareness of the company should rise in guarantee and service 
providing and car accessories selling which is one of the business objectives. 
The efficiency of marketing campaign will be measured and evaluated at the end 
of the year 2009. Autospektrum - ACC has to monitor changes in attendance of web 
pages, number of service provided, new customers in terms of particular month and 
marketing tool. In December 2009 the Sales volume analysis will be carried out, the 
company will obtain a number of cars sold and outcome must be compare with previous 
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period of time. The feedback should be provided and hence influence the next round of 
the marketing planning process.  
The objectives of the thesis were accomplished and I am persuaded that any of 
proposals will improve the marketing communication of the company.  
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Appendix 1/1 
Advertising in 2003 
Advertisement Description Company Frequency Total 
Graphic  KIK Design 3  9600
Advertisement  Denník Právo Autonova spol.s.r.o. 19 29311
Advertising Vaše Šance BBpress s.r.o. 4 20000
Handouts Letáky BB Press s.r.o. 1 11700
Purchase of goods  Škoda auto a.s. 2 15037
T-shirts  Miloš Tupa 1 420
Print for t-shirts  KIK Design 4 15 000
Advertisement Haló Halo s.r.o. 2 15 100
Advertisement Letáky Autonova spol.s.r.o. 1 7800
Advertising Zlaté stránky Mediatel a spol. s.r.o. 2 61577
Logo, description  KIK Design 1 3000
Advertisement , 
advertising 
PROBRNO BBPress s.r.o. 2 6580
Presentation  Internet Syntax Master spol. 
s.r.o. 
1 39350
 
 
Appendix  1/2 
Advertising in 2004 
Advertisement Description Company Frequency Total 
Graphic  KIK Design 7 28975
Advertisement Denník Právo Autonova spol.s.r.o. 23 34677
Advertising Vaše Šance BBpress s.r.o. 4 17480
Purchase   Škoda auto a.s. 1 3056
Advertising Zlaté stránky Mediatel a spol. s.r.o. 1 60670
Handouts Letáky GEPARD 
International s.r.o. 
2 4670
Graphic for billboard  KIK Design 1 5600
Advertising goods  Škoda auto a.s. 2 1779
Advertising Inzertní noviny: 
PROBRNĚNSK
O 
BBPress s.r.o. 1 1980
Advertisement Moravské 
realitní noviny 
Moravská reklamní 
spol. s.r.o. 
2 19 991
Presentation,  
Advertisement 
 CARBON s.r.o. 1 2000
Handouts  AC Marketing 1 13200
Advertisement Mapa „Brna“ František Cestr 1 6900
Advertisement activity  Internet Sauer Marek 1 2000
Advertisement   Kart  Arena Brno 
s.r.o. 
1 3000
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Appendix 1/3 
Advertising in 2005 
Advertisement Description Company Total Advertisement 
Graphic  KIK Design 9 36540
Advertisement  Denník Právo Autonova spol.s.r.o. 20 37055
Advertising Vaše Šance BBpress s.r.o. 12 55489
Advertisement Letáky Autonova spol.s.r.o. 1 1500
Advertising Zlaté stránky Mediatel a spol. s.r.o. 1 57520
Description   KIK Design 1 1550
Advertising Internet Amax, s.r.o. 1 9700
Advertisement  PROBRNO BBPress s.r.o. 8 31571
Advertisement Letáky GEPARD 
International s.r.o. 
2 8722
Advertising Moravské 
realitní noviny 
Moravská reklamní 
spol. s.r.o. 
3 26220
Presentation 
Advertisement 
Reklamní spot  CARBON s.r.o. 2 3331
Company’s presentation Internet Roman Sova 1 13336
Handouts  AC Marketing 1 10260
Radio  Kiss Hády Promedea, spol. s.r.o. 1 34000
Advertising  Inzertní noviny 
„Brněnský Nos“ 
SAMAB Brno Group, 
a.s. 
2 6678
Regional advertising Internet LMC s.r.o. BCO 2 6800
Purchase of goods  AUTONOVA Brno 
spol. s.r.o. 
2 3323
Advertisement  Centrum  NetCentrum s.r.o. 1 1500
Advertising PROVYSOČIN
U 
BBPress s.r.o. 5 27018
Advertising AUTOBONUS Pavel Spáčil 2 15410
Posters  Towson s.r.o. 1 64000
CD, presentation  Towson s.r.o. 1 34500
T-shirts  Towson s.r.o. 1 14400
Advertising  Časopis  Grand 
Auto -moto 
Grand Princ 
Morava,a.s. 
3 17700
Logo Portál Seznam  Seznam.cz, a.s. 1 4900
Presentation Internet Akon CZ s.r.o. 1 3225
Advertisement  časopis 
Brněnský 
program 
Brněnský program 
s.r.o. 
3 25300
Working clothes  KIK Design 1 7650
Advertisement Internet Ebmsystem 1 24000
Domain www.autospektr
umacc.cz 
RedWeb 1 650
Advertisement  Centrum I Trinity s.r.o. 1 15000
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Appendix  1/4 
Advertising in 2006 
Advertisement Description Company Advertisemen
t 
Total  
Graphic, reklamní tabule  KIK Design 3 9050
Advertisement  Denník Právo Autonova spol.s.r.o. 15 22800
Advertising Vaše Šance BBpress s.r.o. 22 258249
Advertisement  PROBRNO BBPress s.r.o. 7 54700
Inzerce Moravské 
realitní noviny 
Moravská reklamní 
spol. s.r.o. 
3 26220
Prezentace, 
Advertisement 
Internet CARBON s.r.o. 1 12150
Inzerce Inzertní noviny 
„Brněnský Nos“ 
SAMAB Brno Group, 
a.s. 
14 112887
Advertising PROVYSOČIN
U 
BBPress s.r.o. 4 20900,-
Advertising Časopis TM č. 
09/06 , 10 /06 
Vít Hrachovský 2 150000,-
Inzerce Časopis Grand 
auto- moto  
Grand Princ 
Morava,a.s. 
5 28745,-
Advertisement, logo Portál Seznam  Seznam.cz, a.s. 6 40400,-
Web presentation  Akon CZ s.r.o. 1 15000,-
Advertisement  Brněnský 
program 
Brněnský program 
s.r.o. 
5 48450,-
Advertisement Internet Ebmsystem 1 6000,-
Web pages www.autospektr
umacc.cz  
RedWeb 1 1560,-
Advertising Časopis :  
Grand auto-
moto  
Grand Princ 
Morava,a.s. 
1 5145,-
Advertisement   INTONACE MEDIA 
s.r.o. 
3 600000,-
Advertisement on cars  Polepy KIK Design 4 16200,-
Advertisement  VOX -noviny 
reg. Tišnovsko  
Martin Chutný 3 240000,-
Advertisement  Aktivity Promotion, 
s.r.o. 
1 30000,-
Billborads Slatina Benzina a.s. 1 1000,-
Handouts Letáky Jaroslav Fuksa 1 19 000,-
Company’s material Hlavičkový 
papír 
Jaroslav Fuksa 1 30 000,-
Advertisement  SAFETY CZECH 
s.r.o. 
3 103 500,-
Advertising– ANNONCE Autohandl Annonce, k.s. 1 9000,-
Ad. panel  Dalibor Šalda 1 14000,-
Advertising  Metro ČR 1 9056,-
Advertising Internet Sova NET s.r.o. 1 700,-
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Appendix 1/5 
Advertising in 2007 
Advertisement Description Company Total 
    
Advertising Program magazine Nakladatelství Mise 
s.r.o. 
17 100,00
Advertisement Brněnský program Brněnský program s.r.o. 47 000,00
Advertisement PROBRNO BBPress s.r.o. 89 000,00
Advertisement Vaše Šance BBpress s.r.o. 35 400,00
Advertising PROVYSOČINU BBpress s.r.o. 90 500,00
Advertising Moravské realitní noviny Moravská reklamní 
spol. s.r.o. 
32 740,00
Advertising Inzertní noviny SAMAB Brno Group, 
a.s. 
26 520,00
Advertisement Denník Právo Autonova spol.s.r.o. 25 500,00
 PROBRNĚNSKO BBpress s.r.o. 20 200,00
Advertisement Brněnsko Nakladatelství Mise 
spol s.r.o. 
11 400,00
Advertisement Blesk RINGIER CR a.s. 9 114,00
Advertisement Magazine TM č. 09/06 , 
10 /06 
Vít Hrachovský 253 624,00
Advertisement regionalni listy Martin Chutný 187 771,00
Advertisement newspapers Golden Fly s.r.o. 570 000,00
Advertising– 
ANNONCE 
Autohandl Annonce, k.s. 23 300,00
 Action Martin Chutný 90 000,00
Advertisement Action Agentura Forsage s.r.o. 218 000,00
Advertising  Vltava - Labe press 769,00
    
    
Graphic proposals Graphic proposals KIK Design 44 165,00
Advertisement Billboard SAFETY CZECH s.r.o. 228 000,00
Advertising Billboard AC Marketing s.r.o. 128 091,00
    
Presentation Internet CARBON s.r.o. 17 000,00
Advertising Portál Seznam  Seznam.cz, a.s. 48 700,00
Web pages www.autospektrumacc.cz  RedWeb 300,00
Internet  Centrum cz 8 000,00
Polepy logo HBI Ceska repulika 2 700,00
    
    
    
Advertising Advertisingprodejcu 
Škoda 
BM Media production 
s.r.o. 
7 000,00
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Appendix 1/6 
Advertising in 2008 
Advertisement Description Company Total 
Advertising Program magazine Nakladatelství Mise s.r.o. 10 000,00
Advertisement Brněnský program Brněnský program s.r.o. 22 400,00
Advertisement PROBRNO BBPress s.r.o. 92 075,00
Advertisement Vaše Šance BBpress s.r.o. 64 900,00
Advertising PROVYSOČINU BBpress s.r.o. 94 400,00
Advertising Moravské realitní noviny Moravská reklamní spol. 
s.r.o. 
15 000,00
    
Advertisement Denník Právo Autonova spol.s.r.o. 17 225,00
 PROBRNĚNSKO BBpress s.r.o. 22 700,00
Advertisement Advertisement david batelka 2 180,00
advertising inzerce Advertisement směr plus 
cz s.r.o 
49 991,00
    
Advertisement regionalni listy Martin Chutný 138 375,00
Advertising leták BBpress s.r.o. 14 600,00
Advertising– 
ANNONCE 
Autohandl Annonce, k.s. 2 500,00
Advertisement newspapers Golempress Golempress, s.r.o. 3 782,00
  studio 24 hodin/asteria 
group 
106 000,00
Billboard Billboard Tivoli Group, s.r.o, 40 332,00
Advertising Billboard AC Marketing s.r.o. 277 500,00
Billboard reklmni tabule Hotel Motorsport, s,ro, 95 500,00
Advertisement Billboard SAFETY CZECH s.r.o. 180 000,00
    
    
Stickers for car nápisz na auta AHB CZ spol s.r.o. Plzeň 1 960,00
Internet  Centrum cz 4 670,00
Internet server  Autanet.Group, s.r.o. 5 900,00
Internet TipCars Ebmsystem 35 300,00
Web pages www.autospektrumacc.cz  RedWeb 3 060,00
Presentation Internet CARBON s.r.o. 10 000,00
Stickers for car Polepy KIK Design 9 400,00
Advertising Advertisingprodejcu 
Škoda 
BM Media production 
s.r.o. 
10 000,00
Graphic proposals Graphic proposals KIK Design 9 500,00
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